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you need to know this about it: The net
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When we think of our founding fathers and
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the nation they founded by the Constitution
The newly formed European Parliament is
and the Bill of Rights, we think of noble
repeatedly challenging individual member
men, even nobler causes, and a valiant
governments, foreign allies (the United
struggle by brilliant thinkers and the strong
States chiefly), and the unification process
in heart. When we talk about World War II
itself over several key human rights issues.
we think of similar thoughts, and perhaps of
This may be why the United States lost its
darker things that crawleth from under rocks
seat on the United Nations Human Rights
to wave black swastikas about in hopes of a
Commission this year. One topic of chalNew World Order called Fascism.
lenge is quite germane to this special newsThese two wartimes and the ideals which
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drove them to their happy conclusions were
(NLW) of political control. Only in Europe,
about one thing, the age-old bitter struggle
it seems, is anyone standing up to these
between those that wield power for self gain
emerging technologies and asking the tough
and those whom they would enslave by that
but morally correct questions about how they
power: Oppression vs. Freedom. Evil vs.
will be used, who will use them, to what
Good. But how vain the struggle and bitter
purpose, and if they should be used at all.
the victory if in the end, by any subverted
There is a similar crystal ball gazer here in
means, the victor adopts and applies the
the United States who is asking these same
same evil oppressions against their own
questions - and he wonders why no one in
citizens? Could such a tragedy be true?
any level of government or the military is
The answer for Europeans who bore the brunt
willing to provide answers. Political activist
of WWII devastations is starting to unfold.

Techno-Fascism And The
NWO Military-Police State

and researcher, Dr. Nick Begich, probably
knows political control technologies (PCT)
as well as anyone, and has worked closely
with the European Parliament as expert in
science, politics, and education. His newest
book, Earth Rising: The Revolution Toward
a Thousand Years of Peace (my Web site for
details) is a wealth of information on topic,
much of this newsletter benefiting thereby.
These questions are not new. One of the first
of significant note to ask was author Aldus
Huxley, who put his concerns into fictional
construct in Brave New World, an futuristic
nightmare not unlike George Orwell’s 1984.
Based on 1958 technology, Huxley projected
ahead a mere 40 years to describe exactly the
kind of technology and social consequence
which is the heart of this newsletter.
I hope to illustrate here that we are well
ahead of Huxley-Orwell projections, a matter
upon which I dwell heavily in the sequel to
The Professional Paranoid now nearing
completion. That work, tentatively entitled
MC Realities: Understanding, Detecting,
and Defeating Mind Control and Electronic
Political Control Technologies, goes well
beyond Begich with a selective focus on
mind control (MC) tech.
In fact, about one-quarter of the 250 terms
offered here have to do with MC technology
(highlighted in pink.) This proves MC is
already used against extremely large numbers
of people everyone eagerly assumes to be
‘crazy’ - with more of us to be targeted at
some future point. Welcome to the New
World Order. Sheep, do not be alarmed at
the slaughter of your fellow sheep. As it is
for their own good, so will it be for you.
This topic is so important, it is FREE!
Please honor my copyright and have friends
email me directly for their own free copy:

hms@proparanoid.com
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NWO Terminology Primer
Before we discussing the toys available to
law enforcement, the military, intelligence
agencies, techno-terrorists, corporate thugs,
and secret societies, we need to review some
basic definitions as used by the emerging
Police State. In the process, we will gain
insight into the thinking of trusted governmental sheppards who invent and apply these
terms and the technology behind them
against us, their flock.
Of course, some of these toys will be easily
seen as legitimate choices for law enforcement, choices better than lethal gunfire.
Some will argue over technical details,
details which must remain murky due to the
classified nature of many of these technologies. Others may be squeamish over my
harsh language. But there is far too much
going on here to simply grant government
free license on the assumption that their
intentions are good - wait until you see the
RAATS technology (page 12), which
illustrates clearly the reason I am so harsh as
to use words like fascism, NWO, militarypolice state. The technology itself, if not the
methodology of its testing, make clear the
reason for the technology is in support of a
NWO fascist military-police state.
Many of the definitions which follow were
submitted in abbreviated form by me as
expert witness to the State Legislature of
Massachusetts in testimony to a committee
considering a ban on electronic weapons this
spring. Some material herein was obtained
from an official listing of IEEE (Industrial
Electrical Equipment Engineer) nomenclature
found at <http://www.sew-lexicon.com/
gloss_a.htm>, and is annotated as such by
use of ‘IEEE term’. This does not imply an
exclusively engineering term since the listing

and civilian weapons technology terms. In
other instances, references or patents are cited
as verification, the later used only when
other experts have already connected the
technology to the claimed weapon. Nineteen
more MC patents which could have been
used except for the space and redundancy
follow at the end.
But understand that for reasons of national
security, many more patents exist which are
hidden from discovery. Patents which are
available are often deliberately ‘non descriptive’ of weapons use in their titles, partially
a natural result of the patent application
process, and partly by design. It should also
be noted that the underlined bold descriptions are actual names officially given the
technology, while those not underlined are
made up by the author for convenience or are
popularized terms already used by the public.
I’m not taking time to fully document some
of the commentary-like things herein because
there is simply not enough space or time.
Regular newsletter subscribers have already
seen me document much of the material, and
more is documented in the books referenced
in the introduction. I’ll happily respond to
specific inquiries for more information. Most
definitions include a ‘reality’ check to help
assess how relevant the term is to the here
and now, and a ‘spin’ description as might
used by government or media to explain the
technology or term so you don’t think too
much about it - or I use it to deride the clear
insanity. Organization is not alphabetic, but
categoric and relational in nature. A few
terms not quite on topic were so interesting
that I included them anyway. Enjoy...

Police State Terminology
War: A military conflict aimed at forcing a
desired degree of political control upon an
enemy by force of arms.

Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA):
Changes in technology have impacted so
drastically in military capabilities and strategies that the role of the military and warfare
itself must be redefined forever. The reality this term was introduced into military dialog
in recent years to describe an observable
process taking place over the last few decades, all of which is the root cause of many
technologies discussed in this document.
The spin - strategic thinking must adjust to
military modernization and downsizing.
Military Operations Other Than War
(MOOTW ): Any military operation against
a designated objective short of declared war,
to include covert or overt insertion or extraction of forces or resources into or from denied
territories; counter-terrorism and counter-drug
surveillance, intercept, or search and destroy
missions; operations in assistance to civilian
authorities of a humanitarian or peace keeping nature. The reality - only alluded to in
the expression ‘peace keeping nature’, is the
polarization is taking place within the military’s spending between hi-tech strategic defense and offense weapon systems (such as
the ABM system and primary weapon system platforms such as aircraft and ships), and
a different kind of hi-tech which is in support of MOOTW objectives dedicated to
maintaining political control, such as those
which follow. The spin - defining an expanded military role in peacekeeping operations.
Serial War: The old way of warfare - where
military objectives are defined in the order of
step-wise importance, typically dependent on
obtaining control of territory and destruction
of enemy asetts: military units are positioned; the first objective is taken; units are repositioned and then the next objective taken;
and in like manner the next, until a victor is
apparent. It is a time-line oriented cause-andeffect exercise of advances and retreats based

on outcome (making the fewest mistakes.)
Parallel War: The new way of warfare where multiple objectives can be assigned to
various technology-based weapon systems
without requirement for prior control of territory or destruction of enemy forces. The
reality - in place now. The Gulf War and
Bosnia conflict represent the first use of parallel warfare, which is why there was very
little traditional military engagement. By
means revealed in almost all of the other
definitions found here, an enemy’s infrastructure and resources, military or otherwise, can be attacked with or without use of
traditional combat forces, since an enemy’s
military forces can become almost irrelevant
to the matter. The spin - from the Gulf War:
‘It was a well-coordinated and well planned
military campaign.’ True enough.
Invisible War: The ability to wage a completely covert war which inflicts real damage
to the infrastructure, capabilities and political
health of an enemy state without destruction
of physical property or loss of lives, except
by seemingly unrelated cause, and without
any detection of the true means or source of
destruction. The reality - in place now as
detailed in this document. No spin - not for
public consumption (NFPC henceforth.)
Ecco War: The ability to wage war using
manipulation of ecological forces and resources of nature as a weapon system or
target. This can mean engineering of biological agents and pathogens, the deliberate
outright destruction of natural resources, or
working to destroy or alter the balance of the
various elements of nature and ecology. The
reality - historical fact: the defoliation of
Vietnam, Kuwaiti oil well heads set aflame,
and much worse by technologies described
herein, which can even cause storms and
earthquakes. No spin unless to criticize an
enemy’s application thereof (see Ecco-

terrorism, next) - NFPC.
Ecco-terrorism: What our side calls it when
another party wages ecco war, and more
universally, actual terrorism based on like
attack strategies by terrorist groups, something thankfully not yet known in history.
The reality and the spin are inherent in the
definition itself.
Biowarfare: An early form and distinctly
unique variant of ecco war which existed
before that term was coined. Use of biolog-
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ical agents, pathogens and toxins to kill the
enemy. Illegal under all existing conventions
and treaties. The reality - in place now. The
United States government has vowed not to
be the first to use biological weapons, but
we have taken all the steps necessary obtain
and stockpile large quantities of the very
deadliest biological weapons imaginable.
The spin - ‘Deterrence is the best defense.’
Bioethnic War: An ecco war against a
specific race or species. The reality - developed but not yet deployed. State-of-the-art
genetic engineering supports development of
biological agents and pathogens designed to
attack a specific race or species (such as a
race of people, strain of wheat, or variety of
fish) to cause any form of deformity, deficiency, infirmity, or even its extinction. No
spin - NFPC, but it may explain why the
U.S. is now willing to (and loudly so) give
up chemical weapon stores for destruction.
Weather War: A type of ecco war based on
weather-control technology. The reality - in
place now, in Alaska, nearly ready to test:
HAARP, the USAF High-frequency Active
Auroral Research Program is set to conduct
advanced (and highly classified) research in
environmental control, energy, intelligence
collection, communications, and select de-

fensive and offensive weapon applications
based on applying VHF (very high radio
frequency) to manipulate the earth’s ionosphere, and in turn, to support enhanced ELF
(extremely low radio frequency) signal projection. Capabilities reportedly include manipulation of weather in dramatic ways, such
as diversion of the jet stream, creation of
killer storm systems, floods, draughts, famines, and causing earthquakes of almost any
magnitude. The spin - scientific study of the
ionosphere for communications and possible
weapon system applications.
3 Directed Energy Warfare (DEW), aka
Beam Wars: Any weapon technology based
on radiated energy: lasers, radio energy,
particle beams, sound, electromagnetic fields
or beams, etc. The reality - the technologies
are developed and await only proper weapon
platform designs according to an article in
the December 1999 issue of Journal of
Electronic Defense. The spin - NFPC.
INFOwar: Information Warfare, which is the
ability to assure the integrity, access, and use
of your own digital informational resources
while at the same time working to infiltrate,
capture or destroy an enemy’s like resources.
This is about signal interception, hacking,
virus’, and Internet, network, hardware,
software, staff and facility security. The
reality - in place now. Special INFOwarrior
units exist in all branches of the military and
of the Department of Justice. They are unofficially and routinely used offensively
against foreign nations and domestically and
as a weapon of political control against
citizens. I have personally been victim of
such attacks. The spin - generally NFPC,
except to promote the need for ‘Web police’
and increased Web security (which generally
translates into undisclosed loss of privacy
and rights to the citizen.)
Psychotronic War: Use of electronic and/or

chemical inducements to alter the emotional
and mental state of the enemy. May include
disinformation or propaganda programs. We
are talking about mind control. The reality in place now, as seen in many definitions
which follow. Silent Sound technology was
used in the Gulf War to insure massive
surrenders by the Iraqi, for instance, and in
Bosnia to sway elections (see Command
Solo). The spin according to CIA - ‘mind
control does not exist, does not work.’
People’s War: A term invented to apply to
an expected uprising of the people ( described as ‘Constitutionalists’ and ‘patriots’) for
some unspecified cause (alluded to ‘commercial’ and ‘spiritual’ causes, as well as to
seemingly expected gun seizure) - an eventuality for which military planners and scientists are apparantly quite preoccupied. The
reality - term regularly appears in Parmeters,
the journal of the Army War College. Many
people may remember the downplayed U.S.
Marines “Shoot American’s Questionnaire”
discussed herein. See MOUT and other
technology definitions for more examples.
No spin - NFPC, so far.
New States of America: The name found on
a document entitled The Constitution of The
New States of America, created at a cost of
$25M by a globalist/intelligence community
think tank. The reality - taken from a copy
machine from the Center for Democratic
Studies by former US Naval Intelligence
officer William Cooper, author of Behold a
Pale Horse. The spin - NFPC.
Red List, Blue List, Green List: A socalled ‘left wing conspiracy’ tenant which
holds that there is are secret lists of names
divided into three categories maintained by
elements of the military and intelligence
community. Large numbers of Americans are
on one list or the other. Red for militia
members, activists and political dissidents

and criminally undesirable persons targeted
for death; Blue a list of relatives of the Red
List, untrustworthy officials, and others
targeted for full immobilization (detention
camps.). Green for military, law enforcement, government employees and other
persons considered fascist loyal or who will
give allegiance to the new authority. Names
not on any list are ‘good citizens at large.’
Anti-Communications Warfare: Military
action to reduce or destroy the effectiveness
of enemy communications. The reality IEEE Term. Every major telecommunications sector and region in the United States
has, over the last two decades, suffered at
least one unexplained total loss of communications which may represent testing of this
technology as it might be used in martial
law or other military takeover. Entire cities,
states, and regions have ‘blacked out’ and
required only a complete shutdown, reset/
restart of systems to come back on line (can
take many hours to troubleshoot and eventually initiate such action.) The spin - ‘An effective defense tactic against foreign enemies’
War on Drugs: An organized effort to stop
the flow and distribution of drugs by drug
cartels. The reality - founded by select CIA
elements, the war deliberately ignores the
illegal drug trade organized by CIA itself.
By means of infiltration of key law enforcement positions at various levels (the head of
internal affairs, for instance, because they can
then find and ‘convert’ bad cops into the
cause - and it happens by chance that more
prominent chiefs of police are former IA
heads than not) and by carefully coordinated
MJTF (combined DEA, state, county, and
local law enforcement task forces) strikes, the
flow of drugs is not restricted in any way
except in terms of who is allowed to sell it.
The spin - we are loosing the war, we need
more money and cops on the streets - and

National Guard resources, too (see political
control events.)
Disinformation aka Propaganda: The art of
disseminating lies, half-truths, and political
rhetoric, and applying assorted tactics to
mislead, confuse, or misdirect a specific opponent or the public at large, or to enhance
or destroy the popularity of a given political
or informational concept. The reality - see 25
Rules of Disinformation and Traits of A
Disinformationalist (by this author) found at
the proparanoid.com Web site, as used in
both political science and journalism classes
at various colleges. The spin strategy - if you
tell a lie often enough, people will believe it.
(The 1st tenant of Hitler’s Propaganda
Minister, Dr. Joseph Goebbels.)
Full Spectrum Information Operations: A
U.S. Army strategy merges key disciplines
and methods: Deception; Psychological
Operations (PSYOPS); Operations Security
(OPSEC); Electronic Warfare (EW); Physical
Strikes (combat); Civil Affairs; Counterdeception; Counterpropaganda; Counterintelligence; Computer Network Defense and
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Attack (INFOWAR); Public Affairs. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now. This
‘military’ concept can be easily adapted
against a nation’s own citizens, and already
has. See Hurricane Andrew and similar
Political Control events at end of this
document. The spin - NFPC.
The Fourth Estate: A term to imply media
is a biased tool of government. The reality until recently, ALL (now, all but one) major
broadcast networks were owned by military
contractors, and virtually all news is controlled by a handful of corporate giants, several
by CIA operated or infiltrated ‘fronts.’ The

spin is ALL you get - I call it mind control.
CNN Effect: A term which denotes the
‘leading’ of public opinion due to quick
publicity around the world of a given
military action, especially by U.S. forces.
The reality - part of strategic disinformation
planing and damage control (see prior and
next term.) The spin - generally NFPC, but
some commentators have used the term.
Wag The Dog: A term describing the use of
disinformation and manipulation of media to
foment popular support and political results,
or to effect damage control of a politically
dangerous situation. The reality - see the
film ‘Wag The Dog’ with Dustin Hoffman
and Robert DeNiro for an example of how it
can be done - has indeed been done. Robert
DeNiro’s character in the real world is CIA’s
Mark Richards, who masterminded media
damage control on Flight 800, Waco, Iran
Contra, CIA Drug Ties, and more - and who
told us the lies that sent us to war with Iraq
(Iraqis taking babies from incubators and
bayoneting them.) An old ploy. In 1917 we
went from a pacifist doctrine to war with
Germany over lies about Germans raping and
cutting off breasts of Belgium women. The
spin is STILL all we ever get...
Psychological Operations or (PSYOPS):
Planned operations to convey selected
information and indicators to designated audiences to influence their emotions, motives,
objective reasoning, and ultimately the
behavior of foreign governments, organizations, groups, and individuals. The reality military tactic used against civilians at
Waco. See end of report for more examples.
The spin - ‘Do the Noriega Rock.’
Code Word and Double Speak: The use of
words with two meanings, one for public
consumption of no apparent negative context, and one for internal consumption or
private communication of covert meaning.

The reality - long a trick of the intelligence
community, it is also used by government
and corporate insiders and power brokers to
openly discuss matters which the public
would find objectionable, such as PCT.
New World Order (NWO): Generally used
to denote an evolving process of global political alignments and global free-market
thinking. The reality - a code word for world
rule by a corporate state (fascist in nature)
first known to be used in the late 1800s by
Satanic groups such as the Illuminati, The
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, and
first publicly used by Cecile Rhodes. His
Rhodes scholarship program helps place
persons who believe in NWO tenants to
achieve positions of power in the world. The
round table groups such as The Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral
Commission, and Bilderbergers, are NWO
groups which some call the modern-day
Illuminati. All such groups can be traced to
the Freemasons, itself a satanic cult according to their own Morals and Dogmas. The
first President to use the word was former
CIA director George Bush, who was member
of several round table groups. The spin ‘The world is getting smaller and more
dangerous, and national sovereignty is less
important than world peace and prosperity.’
United Nations Disarmament Commission: UN body dedicated to reductions in
nuclear weapon proliferation and stockpiles.
The reality - the NDC charter specifically
includes a mandate to disarm American
citizens of personal firearms. This program
starts by creating partnerships between
State’s National Guard and foreign military
counterparts within the former Soviet Bloc
and other nations, and is tied to the MOUT
program involving US military. The distractionary spin - ‘No nuke is a good nuke.’
(Unless Smith & Wesson are ground zero.)

Total Surveillance Society: A term to
describe the ability to track individuals, all
forms of communications, financial transactions, and observe public behavior on
demand. The reality - largely in place now,
with the only weakness in general video
surveillance of public places. According to
Statewatch, 20 nations now participate in
something called the EU-FBI Global Telecommunication Surveillance System. Of
course, the U.S. has Project ECHELON,
described herein. The spin (when people
object to a single discovered aspect, such as
roving wire taps) - ‘If you have nothing to
hide, what does it matter.’
Digital Persona: Digital information ‘in the
system’ about you as a person which, cumulatively, in a very practical way to those who
use such information, is a more accurate and
useful picture of you than any actual knowledge of you as a human. The reality - in
place now, anybody who has the expertise
can access, alter, and steal your digital
persona. The spin (when you object to
providing information) - ‘It is a small risk to
take for the added personal freedom and
convenience (the transaction contemplated.)’
Data-veillance: The complete access to all
communications and data resources in use by
the TI or group, preferably conducted in real
time. The reality - an INFOwar offspring
technology in place now. Your email and all
other communications, can be watched and
recorded on the fly. Your Web visitations
can be tracked, and by use of virus and other
software tools, your computer can be made
to divulge not only secrets directly off of
your hard drive, but also, to report regularly
everything you typed and the files you
opened or created and saved. The spin - ‘We
need the tools to fight terrorism, child pornography, and Internet crimes.’ (This is one
reason I own a Macintosh instead of a PC -

they are not vulnerable to most such attacks.)
National Security: A veil of secrecy used to
protect sensitive information or matters
which are deemed harmful to the interests of
the nation if revealed. The reality - the
banner cry oft used in legislation to grant
broader powers to the intelligence agencies,
military, and DOJ - an open ended excuse
from behind which any manner of crime or
wrongdoing can be committed and then
hidden, and by which draconian erosions of
the Constitutional rights of citizens are
undertaken. Once secrecy is invoked, not
even Congress seems able to get at the truth
or perceive the actual damage to freedom.
The spin - ‘We need to balance personal freedoms against the need for greater national
security if we are to counteract (a particular
perceived and promoted excuse threat.)’
MOUT: Military Operations in Urban
Terrain. Replicas of whole urban neighborhoods and business districts, underground
sewers, telecommunications and power
systems, traffic controls, etc. The reality - A
$12M (29 buildings, including several
multistory buildings, a church, hospital,
homes, and elaborate system of tunnels and
pop-up talking targets) MOUT complex was
built for the United Nations North American
Training Center at Ft. Polk, Louisiana - one
of two of the Army’s Joint Readiness Training Centers where military and law enforcement train for operations which would only
be legal in a martial law situation. Other
MOUTs exist at Fort Drum, N.Y.; Fort
McClellan, Al.; Fort Indiantown Gap, Pa.,
and the FBI’s Quantico, Va., which has been
under U.S. Marine occupation. All such sites
have homes and storefronts signed with
names which can in no way be mistaken for
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anything but American cities - reportedly to
include McDonalds in some cases. Training
focus is military and joint military-police in
search and seizure operations conducted
before grandstands of trainee observers and
officials/top brass. Includes door-to-door and
barricaded check point vehicle searches
(citizens removed from vehicle at gun point,
forced face down onto the ground, ID
checked, vehicle unloaded, dismantled, and
searched.) Contrast this to military’s traditional search and destroy role and one begins
to ask who decided this training is necessary,
and by what authority? Who is to be searched, what is to be seized, and why? The spin
does not address the questions - ‘Counterterrorism tactics training.’ (Who are the
terrorists in this picture?)
Suicide Cult: Term applied by media to
describe any religious group which threatens
or commits mass suicide, typically in conjunction with ‘radical political viewpoints’,
‘weapons stockpiling’ and an extreme fear or
‘distrust of government.’ The reality - almost
all experts on MC agree that all such cults
have thus far had visible ties to CIA MC
projects at inception, during growth, and
especially at their destruction. Tim Jones and
David Koresh were influenced and funded by
the same CIA forces, and both were destroyed by government actions taken at the advice
of CIA’s Cult Awareness Network, itself
formed by CIA MC scientists. The spin
(strategy) - religion is equated with radical
politics, gun violence, and mental illness.
Satanic Cults: Various groups involved in
worship of Satan. The reality - CIA MC
projects involved heavy satanic worship and
other occult practices (voodoo, etc.) Project
Monarch was a CIA programmable agent
project based almost exclusively on ritual
satanic sexual abuse. From these projects can
5 be found direct ties to peculiar American

tragedies such as the Manson murders - aka
‘helter-skelter.’ The spin - apologetic denial
of the existence thereof: ‘Satanism is a
harmless oddity like many other religions
and no charges of ritual murders or ritual
sexual abuse have ever been proven in court.’
National Guard: Soldiers under arms belonging to state-commanded militias under
the collective command of the US Army as
authorized under the Constitution of the
United States, prohibited from participating
in law enforcement actions under the terms
of the Posse Commitatus Act. The reality See the Liebe Street Raid and other political
control events at the end of this report. The
spin - ‘Be the best you can be...’
National Police: What should probably be
an illegal police body under the Posse Commitatus Act, formed by executive order with
the official role to protect and facilitate the
Federal Court system with respect to
processing detained prisoners within the trial
process. The reality - some states (New
Hampshire) are contracting state police
responsibilities out to the National Police in
direct violation of Posse Commitatus. When
President Clinton promised 100,000 new
police, the National Police force grew
dramatically. The spin - ‘We need to get
tough on crime.’ (Let’s start at the White
House, please!)
Regional Police: A move to do away with
State Police and replace them with Regional
Police who cover multiple states. The reality
- in place now in several New England
States. Believed to actually be contracted
services provided by National Police
(identical cars and uniforms) in violation
of/attempt to get around Posse Commitatus.
Regional Troopers have quickly achieved a
reputation for excessive violence and abuse
of power, and local citizens are frustrated in
any attempt to find or access responsible

local authority. Constitution of New States
of America and multiple documents purported to come from New World Order/Department of Defense planing materials call
for establishing 10 regions within United
States and doing away with current State
entities (both resources use identical maps.)
The spin - ;More economical and able to
chase violators across state lines.’
Teamster Police: The unionization of State
Police and other police agencies by the
Teamsters. The reality - attempts or the
successful unionization of State Police by
the Teamsters has been undertaken in
virtually every U.S. State, even those which
currently have their own union already in
place. Once ‘unionized’ by the Teamsters,
according to at least one TV investigative
report focusing on the New Jersey/New York
area, truck hijacking waxes epidemic and
crooked cops, crooked truck drivers, and
crooked union bosses split the profits.
Web Police: A conceptual police agency able
to track all Web activity of targeted individuals and monitor and defend against illegal
Web activity. The reality - armies of INFOwarriors are assigned by multiple agencies
including DOJ to this task, but not yet
formerly organized or empowered with any
official capacity or charter. The spin - ‘Something must be done to stop child pornography and other Internet crime.’
Movement Police: A conceptual police
agency able to track any given target individual’s whereabouts and activities on demand.
The reality - all of the technology needed to
form such an agency is in place at this time
(see remaining definitions) and some people
believe the super secret FINCEN (Financial
Crime Enforcement Network) is actually a
cover group name for what is actually the
Fema Intelligence CENter, which uses
supercomputers designed specifically for

such tracking purposes, including financial
transactions. The spin - NFPC.
Thought Police: Originally political science
fiction by the likes of Huxley and Orwell,
advanced mind-reading technology to monitor children for ‘improper thoughts’ is proposed, along with a new Federal agency to
‘protect’ citizens and place them into ‘treatment’ prior to developing social ‘problems’.
The reality - this future concept is actually
proposed by a FBI think tank (reasoning
they can better determine what we should be
thinking) as reported in Security Management, July 1999 - Law Enforcement and
Technology News Summary. Future spin ‘Sheep, crime is at an all time low, though
the number of lambs undergoing therapy is
rather high at the moment...’
Community Policing: A concept created the
think tank sector at FBI’s Quantico, law
enforcement officers are brought into a community from without, so that they have
nothing in common with the citizens outside
of work context. The reality - in place in
almost every major U.S. city. Code word for
mid-way positioning of police between the
original close-knit community involvement
to police-state occupation of community.
Instead of allowing police to live in the same
community they work in, they are effectively
‘export-imports.’ The typical cop is thus
exposed only the bad element of the area and
is less likely to establish friends, resulting in
harsher judgmental views and treatment of
the citizens - almost always higher per capita
police shootings and reports of police
brutality. The spin - ‘We serve and protect
by working closely with local citizens.’
Corrections Initiative: Build more jails.
The reality - the United States houses more
prisoners per capita than any free nation on
the earth, more than many dictatorships and

communist states. FBI statistics over the last
decade show a decided trend to greater
reductions in almost every crime statistic.
Most of the prison populations are decidedly
minority and underclass in nature, unable to
afford the best defense. The spin - ‘Tougher
sentencing and mandatory life for third-time
offenders means more beds are needed.’
Endless Punishment: The reevaluation by
psychiatrists of violent offenders when their
criminal sentence is finished in order to
determine if there is a likelihood of repeat
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offense, if released. In such a case, their
sentence is extended. The reality - in place
today in many states for certain sex crimes
and violent offenders. The problem is that
once this door is opened, it can be applied to
increasing categories of offenders until no
one can get out of prison they don’t want to
let out. The spin - ‘We are getting tough on
crime and care about the community.’
Gun Violence: Banner term applied by
media to describe high-profile shooting
incidents involving famous persons, highly
visible criminal activities, or multiple
victims of a single shooter. The reality - in
many of the famous person incidents and
virtually all of the multiple victim cases,
virtually all shooters have been under
psychiatric care involving the use of
Seratonin Reuptake Inhibitors such as
Prozac, a drug developed under contract to
CIA for MC experiments. The spin ‘Stronger gun control legislation is needed.
By now, this should sound familiar.’
Beamers and Wavies: Informal derogatory
term applied by media, law enforcement, and
the medical community to describe anyone
claiming to be a victim of MC technologies

or electronic weapons as defined herein. The
reality - the product of a deliberate disinformation. Anyone who does not believe in
MC has never looked at the tech or patents
revealed here. The spin strategy - put them
into the same cubby hole as UFO abductees
and ‘other lunatics’, being sure to include
off-hand mentioning of ‘aluminum foil hats.’
Beeps and Squeaks: A tongue-in-cheek
reference to electronic warfare. The reality IEEE term (slang), in place now. Used
principally by the users of the technology
and originally in military context only, it is
now also employed by operators and
managers of electronic weapon harassments
on citizens. The spin - NFPC.
UFO Abductees: People who claim to have
been abducted by aliens, typically involving
ritual sexual abuse and other traumatic
experiments. The reality - no one can prove
UFO’s do not not abduct and conduct
experiments. But I can safely say that several
military MC projects have been tied to faked
UFO abductions, ritual sexual abuse, and
other traumatic MC experiments. It provides
a perfect cover story to account for repressed
memories which later come to surface. No
law enforcement agency will investigate an
UFO abduction, but must investigate a
sexual abuse case. The spin strategy - ‘Ignore
these people, they are crazy.’ This is perhaps
why media has also stopped covering UFO
sightings, because to do so might give
credibility to abductees.
UFO Flap: A derogatory term applied to a
large number of localized (geographic and/or
time frame) UFO sightings or abduction reports. The reality - a term intended to deride
claimants, cause media to ignore such incidents, and to insure that law enforcement
does not investigate such claims. The spin “One person sees something and everyone
wants to jump in. Psychologists call it

‘mass hysteria’ - the suggestibility factor.”

Political Control Technologies

Zap Flap: A derogatory term applied to a
large number of localized (geographic and/or
time frame) electronic weapon or MC attack
reports. The reality and spin are the same as
for UFO Flaps. It makes a joke out of a
serious abuse of human rights.
Targeted Individual (TI): Any person
targeted by an agency, group, or individual
employing electronic weapons, MC
technology, assault or harrassments to
achieve political control, conduct experiments, or for twisted personal gratification.
The reality - in use now. The spin - NFPC.
Operatoror Handler, aka Perpetrator or
simply Perp: Anyone who employs electronic weapons or MC technologies and
other harassments against a TI. The reality in place now. The later two terms are used
by those under attack, because Operators and
Handlers are guilty of gross crimes against
humanity. The spin - NFPC
Victim: In proper use within the context of
MC topics, any TI who does not yet know
they are under attack, but perceives only
‘strange problems.’ The reality - TIs are
victimized twice: Once by the perps, and
again by ‘the system’ (law enforcement,
courts, medical professionals, and media)
who instead of offering help when requested, blame the victim and label them as in
need of psychiatric help. No spin needed
since they don’t know they are a victim.
Survivor: Any victim who has discovered
they are a TI, and who attempts to fight
back. The reality - it is not an impossible
fight but must surely seem so, for they can
generally get no help, cannot identify the
means or source of the attack, and cannot
well defend against it. They truly exemplify
the best traits of human spirit and courage.
The spin - ‘Just another wavie on the loose.’

Political Control Technology: ‘The product
of the application of science and technology
to the neutralizing the state’s internal
enemies. It is mainly directed at civilian
populations, and is aimed as much at their
hearts and minds as bodies... and ranges
from means of monitoring internal dissent to
devices for controlling demonstrations; from
new techniques of interrogation to methods
of prisoner control.’ The reality - this quoted
definition was first used in Europe twenty
years ago by the British Society for Social
Responsibilities of Scientists, a kind of
watchdog group. It was coined, in part, to
describe American NSA Echelon technology
brought into Europe for the benefit of the
British and US government, but not used
officially until the European Parliament
began studying the problem of NLW and
other technologies described herein, again,
chiefly American inventions. I define PCT as
any weapon from among three categories,
which includes devices with overlapping
functions in: 1) Surveillance and Tracking
technology relying on both overt and covert
means, which may include invasive body
implants; 2) Harassment and Deterrence
technology designed to impair vision, hearing, mobility, physical strength, bodily
functions, or mental clarity, or to cause
physical discomfort, pain (or even injury or
death at higher operating levels); 3) Mind
Control technology capable of altering
perception, mood, emotion, willpower, sense
of self, or of actually detecting or imparting
mental images, sounds, or thoughts. The
spin - ‘New humane methods augment
community policing policies. A more dangerous world calls for reevaluation of basic
investigative and law enforcement policies
and tactics. Some basic rights and freedoms
long taken for granted may need to be

revised to facilitate the insured safety of
society as a whole.’ (‘Society’ being the
military-industrial-intilligence-media cartel)
Non-lethal Weapons (NLW): Any weapon
defined as having minimal lethality. The
reality - if that was the true definition, the
problem would remain that virtually all
NLW can kill, typically because the user
applies the weapon more aggressively in the
false belief it cannot kill, and also because
most such weapons have excessive impact on
persons with impaired health. But the true
definition is this: A code-word phrase with
two meanings: 1) The meaning assumed by
general public to refer to less-than-lethal
weapons such as rubber bullets; 2) The
meaning privately conveyed by government,
the military industrial complex, and intelligence community to further include Political
Control Technologies...
Chemical-based NLW: A NLW weapon
based on chemical compounds. Pepper spray
and caustics, dye markers, and sticky foam
are examples. The reality - Pepper spray, the
best known of the examples, is outlawed in
Europe as a neurotoxin too dangerous for
use. But in the United States, a $57,000
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bribe to an FBI official got an approval.
Over 100 fatalities are linked to the product.
Anyone using the spray is liable for prosecution of assault, assault with a deadly
weapon where death results. The spin ‘Better living through chemistry.’
Electronic NLW: A NLW based on electronics, electromagnetic fields, and radiated
or directed energy such as radio frequencies
(RF), radar, microwave, x-rays, audible and
ultrasonic sound, light, etc. The reality - the
fastest growing and most dangerous class of

weapons among NL technology, chiefly
because scientists are just beginning to
understand the long-term and short-term
effects of this technology on the environment
and upon living tissues and organs. Many
scientists claim that these same types of
energy can cause severe health hazards at a
small percentile of the levels actually used in
these weapons, which means that collateral
damage to innocent bystanders can be as
significant a risk as if a casually aimed shotgun had been used. The spin - ‘There are no
credible scientific findings that prove these
energies harmful.’ (True, of course, because
no one dares test on humans, and because
such tests take many years to complete, and
because the weapons are not made available
for testing.)
Eugenics: A concept of population control
which is based as much on death control as
birth control. Euthanasia is the best known
example of the death control concept. The
reality - eugenics as a field of study comes to
us from Nazi Germany, modern Eugenics
courtesy of CIA founded (William Casey,
former head of CIA) Manhattan Institute
think tank. Many people who have studied
Eugenics fear it to be the ultimate fountainhead of select wars and possible bioethnic
7 attacks (hoof and mouth, etc.) The spin “We need to take a serious ‘broad picture’
look at world population and be open to
creative and humane solutions.”
Bio-implants: Small to extremely small
capsules (some smaller than a grain of rice)
which contain electronics but which are
encased in a material which the TI’s body
will not reject. The reality - in use for some
time, new models draw power from the body
itself and need not be replaced or removed,
ever. An assortment of special functions are
available from tracking to eavesdropping to
physiological responses on command. Bio-

implants, if small enough, can be inserted
into the body without the victim’s specific
knowledge (they just think someone
accidentally jabbed them with an umbrella,
or some such similar event.) The spin
strategy - ‘Make it easier to find and identify
your dogs, kids, military personnel, etc., if
they turn up missing.’ (Uh... who in their
right mind believes that anyone looking for a
lost dog or kid will have the needed
equipment to take advantage?)
Digital Angel: A bio-implant intended to
provide identify the user (or TI), report
medical information, provide tracking
information through GPS (global positioning satellite) systems or through the Internet
by (unspecified) wireless telecommunications. The reality - in place according to
World Net Daily in Oct. 2000 - a firm
named Applied Digital Solutions showed a
working prototype. Spin - ‘Saves lives,
allows secure Internet transactions.’
Bio-electric Attack: The additional use of
electronic weapon technology to make TIs
susceptible to special biological agents
which would otherwise have no negative
effect. Targeted individuals could be ‘tagged’
with otherwise ‘harmless’ biological agents
by any number of means, such as paint balls,
sprays, etc., subsequently activated as biological attack by selective electronic targeting. The reality - a great means of dealing
with protesters and political dissidents, this
is one of several items from a paper by Lt.
Col. David Dean, U.S.A.F. published by the
Air University Press in 1986 (Low-Intensity
Conflict and Modern Technology.). The
spin, in light of bans on biological warfare ‘Their deaths remain a mystery because the
electronic weapons were non-lethal, and the
toxicology report clearly indicates there were
no dangerous biological or chemical materials in the area at the time.’

Anti-Material Chemicals and Biologicals:
A NLW involving materials to block access
to bridges, roads, sea lanes and other means
of passage; and to contaminate fuel and
render high-explosives ineffective. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now. In a
martial law situation or military takeover,
the military can contaminate the entire fuel
supply of the nation, and make egress from
cities both unthinkable and impossible. The
spin - NFPC (it would seem to contravene
international agreements)
Neural-chemical Enhancers: A non-lethal
control technology based on engineered
drugs which either directly change the behavior of the TI or their susceptibility and their
reaction to select neuro-impacting products
such as cocaine and other drugs. The reality LSD was first introduced into the US by Eli
Lilly Corp. under CIA contract, CIA then
introducing it into college campus’ as part of
the testing process. Dr. Timothy Leary was,
in fact, a CIA vehicle for same. The spin at
the time - ‘Tune in, turn on, and drop out.’
Selective Seratonin Reuptake Inhibitors:
A whole drug family of neural-chemical
enhancers widely promoted as mental health
tools for treating a range of conditions from
depression to schizophrenia. The reality also developed under contract to CIA for MC
research, these drugs increase the TI’s susceptibility to MC methodology and reduce
their likelihood to complain or resist. The
spin from a TV ad - ‘Get more out of life.
Ask your doctor about Prozac, today.’
DNA Tracking: Use of human DNA in
criminal investigations, a concept intended
to be extended through a controversial
Federal collection and cataloging of DNA
samples much like fingerprints. The reality The United States, Canada, Australia and
Great Britain have all started national DNA
databases. Computerized matching is as

simple as used for fingerprints, and there are
devices in testing capable of collecting hundreds of DNA samples by simply sampling
the air or dust of a targeted room, making
DNA tracking in the field a real possibility.
Officially, databases can include only
criminal samples, but analysts believe it is
only a matter of time before everyone is
cataloged. CIA is thought to have established a nation-wide network of DNA collections
through firms contracting to hospitals to do
blood work ups, so everyone born in or
admitted to a hospital or medical facility
where blood samples were taken since 1993
is likely already in at least one covertly run
database. The future spin - ‘Less evasive
because a mere hair sample or skin rub is
needed. Only criminals need fear it.’
Metal Embrittlement: The use of agents
which severely weaken metals by chemically
changing molecular structure. They are clear,
leave imperceptible residue, can attack
almost any metal, and can be applied with a
felt tip pen. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now. The spin - NFPC, and probably only
used by CIA and special warfare units, covert
action elements of FBI, DEA, etc.
Sticky Foam: Pressurized canisters much
like fire extinguishers expel a fast drying
adhesive foam which quickly hardens to trap
suspects, seal doors, slow or stop machinery
or vehicles, render sharp objects safe, etc.
Versions call for electrifying the foam as
well. The reality - prototypes have been
demonstrated, better versions now under
development according to Law Enforcement
Technology, May 1999. Victims suffocate if
it covers their face, of course, and if
convulsing due to electrification, they fall
into the puddle of foam at their feet. The
spin - ‘A harmless Spiderman solution to
crowd control and tactical response needs.’
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Bolo: An modern NLW version of the
Argentinean cowboy’s functional equivalent
to the American cowboy’s lariat, consisting
of a shotgun round holding three rubber
projectiles connected by 5.5 foot highstrength cords. The bolo is designed for use
against fleeing TIs, where a target hit by any
of the balls will cause the other balls to wrap
the cord around the legs of the individual.
The reality - IEEE term, in place now. The
spin - ‘All wrapped up and no place to go.’
Sting Net: A NLW similar to Bolo which
launches two projectiles connected by a
tether which, upon contact, immobilizes the
targeted individual(s). The reality - IEEE
term, a real product deployed to unknown
agencies. The spin - ‘Let’s net some fish.’
Flex-Cuffs: Lightweight plastic disposable
restraints (hand-cuffs) to immobilize individuals. Can be carried in large quantities by
soldiers. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now in many police departments, but notice
the official description talks about large
quantities carried by soldiers. You might ask
why? The spin - ‘Economical detention of
large numbers of persons.’
Pepper Gun: A shotgun like weapon which
fires a plasticized ball of compacted pepper
spray material which ‘explodes’ into a fine
powder on impact (see next term.) The
reality - banned in Europe as too dangerous
to use, and intended to be fired NOT at
people but at walls and other hard object near
groups of targeted individuals, the Portland
Police Department eagerly tested the weapon
by firing point blank two rounds at a
Hispanic man who was standing by his truck
lighting a cigarette - see the Liebe St. Raid,
as described further at the end of this section.
The spin - local police refused to acknowledge use of the weapon despite witnesses.

Frangible Projectile: A NLW projectile
which disintegrates to a powder on impact,
intended to dispense pepper spray or CS tear
gas materials. The reality - IEEE term, in
place now - see above item. The spin in use ‘Dust ‘em boys!’
Skat Shell: A NLW shell capable of dispersing continuous tear smoke for large crowd
control. It releases multiple individual burning projectiles from a single cartridge. Each
projectile burns for 30 seconds. Its effective
range is more than 130 meters. The reality IEEE term, in place now - deployed to
unnamed agencies but not seen in use anywhere, yet. The spin - NFPC at this time.
Dry Ice Bomb: A NLW consisting of a dryice bomb that incapacitates subjects by overwhelming them with CO2 at concentrations
above 15% by volume. The reality - IEEE
term, in place now. NOTE: Because CO2
can be lethal, oxygen must be available to
treat the affected individuals as soon as possible. The spin in internal discussions about
strategic value in the event of fatalities ‘Evaporating entirely, there is no evidence of
its use, and an autopsy shows only suffocation by unknown means.’
Bean Bag Baton: A NLW consisting of an
aluminum baton which utilizes an air cartridge to fire a bean bag filled with lead shot
at 300 ft/sec. The reality - IEEE term, in
place now. The spin - ‘Swing ‘em gently to
intimidate, aim and fire ‘em to incapacitate,
and swing ‘em hard to lacerate.’
Variable Velocity Rifle System(VVRS): A
rifle designed to deliver a variety of munitions which vents propellant gas to vary
projectile velocity for either lethal or nonlethal effects. The reality - IEEE term, in
place now. See next section. The spin NFPC, since it wouldn’t do for us to know
that NLW can be deliberately used to kill
with the flip of a dial.

Less-Than-Lethal (LTL) Munitions aka
Modular Crowd Control munitions
(MCCM) aka Blunt Impact Munitions:
NLW crowd control munitions consisting of
rubber balls, rubber pellets, finned rubber
projectiles, bean bags, shot bags, etc. which
are fired at low velocity, with a range of 1050 meters. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now. See following terms for spin.
Crowd Dispersal Rounds: LTL munitions
which can target multiple TIs with a single
shot. The reality - IEEE term, in place now.
The spin - ‘Fire one, down many.’
Rubber Bullets: The earliest, best known
form of LTL munitions. The reality - since
its inception some twenty years ago, rubber
bullets have killed large numbers of persons
(numbers vary according to source, most
agencies unwilling to corroborate) and put
hundreds more into hospitals with severe
injuries. New versions operate in machinegun fashion, such weapons being used on
demonstrators at point-blank range by Seattle
Police at the WTO protests in 2000. The
spin - ‘Humane firepower.’
Punch Gun: A NLW gun which fires a 322grain rubber ball at about 110 meters per
second. Feels like getting punched. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now, but not
widely used, yet. See next. The spin ‘extended reach for the long arm of the law.’
Paint Balls: A kind of rubber bullet which
is actually a small rubber balloon filled with
dye or chemical markers which burst on
impact. Any biological or chemical weapon
could easily be substituted for or mixed with
paint without anyone being the wiser. The
reality - paint ball is extremely dangerous,
intended for use where participants wear
heavy body padding, helmets, and goggles.
Seattle Police used an automatic-fire versions
pneumatic paint-ball technology during the
World Trade Organization ‘riots’ by firing

point blank into the faces of persons seated
in linked arms on the ground. The spin ‘You can run, but you can’t hide, because
you almost glow in the dark’ (and might
actually if the right marking agent is used.)
Vehicle Active Defense System (VADS):
A NLW system which can be mounted to
vehicles to provide flash, bang, and smoke
grenades. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now, deployed to unknown agencies. The
spin - ‘We can make any vehicle an urban
assault/riot-control unit.’
Rubber Ball Launching System (RBLS):
A vehicle-mounted NLW which fires up to
1,400 rubber-matrix balls with steel particles. The system consists of two launch
units, 10 cartridges to a unit, 70 balls per
cartridge. The reality - IEEE term, known to
be installed on special riot control vehicles but no one has yet seen these vehicles used
anywhere. The spin - NFPC, yet.
Stingbag: A NLW munition consisting of a
cloth bag containing 1 oz. of lead shot. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now and
delivered to unnamed agencies. The spin ‘Get the lead out.’
Stingshot: A NLW gun round loaded with
rubber projectiles (either 18 pellets, 3 balls,
or a rubber rocket). The reality - IEEE term,
in place now and known to be delivered to
unknown agencies. The spin - ‘Tactically
flexible, PR acceptable.’
Disorientation Deviceand/or Munitions,
aka Confusion Weapon: Any NLW which
modifies the behavior pattern of the TI
through disorientation. The reality - IEEE
term, in place now. Several following terms
give examples and spin.
Aerial Diversionary Device: A confusion
weapon featuring multi-shot distractions of
individuals or crowds. Includes warning shot
flash-bang projectile to be fired over the

heads of a violent or potentially violent
crowd to allow other troop formations to
maneuver to more advantageous positions.
The reality - IEEE term, in place now. The
spin - ‘A new tactical weapon for civilian
law enforcement developed by the military.’
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Bounding Non-Lethal Munition (BNLM):
A confusion weapon based on a tactical area
denial munition for site security and perimeter defense. Produces an audible alert signal
to friendly forces within a range of 200
meters. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now. Frightens away hostiles and identifies
user to friendly forces. The spin - ‘Foes run
away, friends stay and play.’
Stun Distraction Device (SDD): Any NLW
which produces a bright light and a loud
noise, enabling the user to disorient or
briefly distract a potentially threatening
individual or group. The reality and spin are
found in many of the next few devices.
40 mm Sponge Grenade: Fired from a rifle
like a military riffle grenade, it explodes to
produce a barrage of densely packed dried
sponges which sting as if a rubber bullet, but
with less risk of penetration. The reality IEEE term, used by Cincinnati Police
against protesters (not rioters) in a ‘drive by
shooting incident’ - that is, police drove up,
fired multiple shots, and then drove off. No
loudspeaker orders to disburse, just gunfire.
The spin - ‘Let’s wipe up this mess, boys...’
Stingball Stun Impact Grenade: A NLW
hand-thrown spherical grenade which produces a loud blast and blinding flash while
dispersing 100 marble-sized rubber stingballs. Can also release a quantity of CS tear
gas. The reality - IEEE term, in place now
and delivered to unknown agencies. The spin
- ‘Let’s make ‘em deaf, dumb, and blind.’

Smokeless Stun Grenade: A NLW
consisting of a grenade which produces a
deafening blast and concussion wave, but
with little smoke so that user visibility will
not be impaired. The reality - in place now
and used by almost all agencies including
law enforce-ment SWAT/CERT teams. The
spin - ‘the bark is the bite.’
9 Starflash Stun Grenade: A special stun
grenade which produces a loud blast, an
intense flash of light and produces a shower
of white-hot sparkles. The reality - in place
now but not deployed in street applications
because it is too ‘war-like’ and because it
may cause fires. Both would be bad PR. The
spin - ‘Unexpected 4th of July.’
Thunder Rod Stun Grenade: NLW insertable through holes in doors (or bullet holes.)
It produces a loud blast and an intense flash
of light. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now and known to be delivered to unknown
agencies. The spin - ‘Bend over, please.’
Thunderstrip Stun Munition: A NLW
which can be slid under a door to produce a
blast that will stun individuals inside. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now. known to
be delivered to unnamed agencies. The spin ‘Behind door number one, we have...’
Bursting Obscurant Smoke Grenade: A
confusion weapon consisting of a grenade
that quickly produces a smoke cloud that can
rise to 2-3 stories. The reality - IEEE term,
in place now. The spin in a crowd control
dispersal situation - ‘Confusion is your
friend, when smoke is on the wind.’
Flameless Expulsion Grenade: A rubber
ball grenade body that contains pulverized
chemical agents (CN or CS). No pyrotechnics are involved - a CO2 cartridge at the
center of the grenade disperses the irritant
through ports at the sides of the grenades.
The reality - IEEE term, in place now. The
spin - NFPC at this time.

Illuminator Grenade and Flash Grenade:
NLW consisting of a grenade which provides
a brief period of continued illumination for
dark rooms, or a brief blinding flash of light.
The reality - IEEE term, in place now. Note,
a night time raid consisting of a Flash
Grenade attack followed by armed nightvision equipped assault team is quite effective - the defenders will be completely blind
but not the attackers. Likewise, a flash
grenade followed by an illuminator will
achieve similar results, but the attackers will
have clear vision while the defenders are still
recovering visually. The spin - NFPC, yet.
M203 Grenade: The Antipersonnel blunt
trauma crowd dispersal grenade explodes to
hurtle a large number of rubber balls in every
direction. The reality - blunt trauma translates as concussion - assuming an eye isn’t
hit, courtesy of the US Army’s Non-Lethal
Material Program put on display in London
conference on NL weapons in 1997. The spin
- NFPC at this time.
Ring Airfoil Grenade (RAG) and variants
Soft RAG and Sting RAG: Riffle-launched
NLW resembling a small radiator hose which
disperses a cloud of CS powder (tear-gas) in
the (soft version) or a kinetic-energy device
for painful blows on impact (sting version.)
It is claimed neither version will cause lethal
or hazardous injury, even at point-blank
range. Its shape permits high accuracy
against individual targets and its velocity is
great enough to negate dodging, the range
being beyond the missile-throwing ability of
rioters. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now. The spin - NFPC yet, but the battle
slogan might be ‘Rag ‘em and gag ‘em.’
M18 Special Land Mine: A toned-down
military land mine designed to disable a car
or other vehicle rather than destroy it. The
reality - this assumes the gas tank is not
ruptured and that no one was standing

nearby, courtesy of the US Army’s NonLethal Material Program put on display in a
London conference on NL weapons in 1997.
The spin - NFPC at this time.
M139 Volcano Land Mine: A special mine
which launches a net over a wide area to
capture groups of people. The reality - also
assumes no one is standing nearby, which,
of course, is required to trip it, courtesy of
the US Army’s Non-Lethal Material Program
put on display in a London conference on
NL weapons in 1997. The spin - NFPC.
Barrel-Launched Adaptive Munition
(BLAM) aka Smart Bullet: - A selfcorrecting bullet containing a pietzoelectric
ceramic actuator that tilts the round's nose to
correct for wind drift and provide sufficient
lift to compensate for gravity's pull. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now. Variants
include traditional sniper’s rounds and armor
piercing rounds (a single ‘rifle’ shot can
destroy a tank by targeting the small recess
beneath the turret and the main body.) The
spin - ‘A sniper’s dream, a BLAM round can
provide a doubling of range and a 15-fold
increase in accuracy.’
FANGS: Remotely triggered Frequency
Activated Neutralization Generator System to
stop automobiles on command - a microchip
built into the ignition system of cars. The
reality - Police Magazine, July 1999 announced that designers of the microchip
device hope for legislation to require use in
every new car sold in the United States. The
spin - ‘No more high-speed chases.’
EMP Disrupter: Electromagnetic pulse
weapon disrupts electrical systems and
disables vehicles and aircraft, computers, and
electrical equipment, etc., and causes a
extreme discomfort and/or disorients human
occupants. The reality - Begich cites a USAF
document found at <http://www.usafa.af.
mil/wind/34edg/airman/suhajd-1.htm>

(removed by USAF after his book hit the
streets) which says Los Alamos National
Laboratory has developed it. The spin - ‘No
more deadly high-speed chases.’
Road Patriot: An EMP Disrupter weapon
which permanently disables vehicle electronics and ignition systems using an a
rocket propelled sled to deliver the device
from a pursuing vehicle. The reality - IEEE
term, in place now. A real product which no
one seems to know where the production is
going. The spin - NFPC at this time.
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Road Sentry: An EMP weapon which is a
Road Patriot without the rocket sled,
deployed ahead of the target vehicle as a
stationary object which may be disguised as
a garbage can lid, road patch, or sewer cover.
The reality - IEEE term, in place now. A real
product which no one seems to know where
the production is going. The spin - NFPC.
Road Star: A NLW which destroys tires - a
four-pointed star made of steel normally
hidden directly under the tire of a parked
vehicle or scattered in numbers in front of a
moving vehicle. The reality - in place now,
long used as a covert weapon to disable
victim vehicles for temporary delay or strategic advantage. The spin - ‘The tire ninja.’
Combustion Alteration Technology
(CAT): A NLW technology which develops
agents that can change the viscosity or combustion characteristics of fuel to degrade
engine performance or effect near instantaneous engine failure. The reality - IEEE term,
in place now. Modern products can be
covertly delivered to contaminate the entire
fuel supply of a region. The spin - ‘A spoon
full of sugar makes the RPM go down.’
Combustion Interferent: A CAT-based

variant which specifically exposes a diesel
engine to a concentration (3% or more) of
acetylene, causing severe preignition and
engine destruction. The reality - IEEE term,
in place now. The spin - NFPC.
Anti-Traction Lubricant: A NLW
consisting of a lubricant applied to roadways
which reduces friction of the surface and
adversely affects the traction of vehicles on
the treated roads, runways, and tracks. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now. The spin ‘By setting road-blocks at a curve in the road
and in a manner which deliberately leaves an
opening for those electing to “run” the
10 barricades, a trap can be set...’
Portable Vehicle Immobilization System
(PVIS) aka Portable Roadblock: A NLW
consisting of a pre-emplaced capture system
designed to stop a 7,500 pound vehicle
traveling at speeds up to 45 MPH without
causing permanent injury to the occupants.
One version consists of a carrying case
housing a quickly-deployable (by one
person) roadblock extending to more than 20
feet; it is equipped with spikes which deflate
tires. The reality - IEEE term, in place now
with versions employed by various law
enforcement agencies. The spin - ‘No more
high-speed chases.’ (With all these toys to
end high speed chases, why don’t we see
anyone stopping high speed chases with
them? What are they saving them for?)
Teflon Confetti: A teflon-based environmentally neutral Anti-Traction Lubricant.
This product can be used to deny access to
areas or cover a unit's flank. The reality IEEE term, in place now. The spin - ‘Party
favor for roadblock guests who wish to
depart hastily before the real fun begins.’
Plane Wave: An energy wave whose equiphase surfaces form a family of parallel
planes - a wall of energy which cannot be
easily escaped by TIs. The reality - IEEE

term, in place now. Many of the following
NLWs utilize this tech. The spin - NFPC.
Beam-Plasma Device, aka Free-Electron
Laser, aka Gyrotron, aka Virtual Cathode
Oscillator: A broadband high-powered
microwave generator which employs
interaction of relativistic electrons and
plasma in directed energy weapons. The
reality - IEEE term(s), in place now. Most of
the next technologies are derived from this
military technology. The spin - NFPC.
EMP ‘Phaser’: Adjustable (stun or kill)
EMP disrupter which at higher levels will
superheat internal organs and cause sudden
death. The reality - cited by Begich in the
same censored USAF web document. Patent
#4,959,559 Sept. 25, 1990 Electromagnetic
or Other Directed Energy Pulse Launcher,
Ziolkowski, Richard W., U.S. Department
of Energy. The spin as might be offered offhand by a user - “Looks a bit like a hamster
in a microwave oven to me.”
Universal EMR Weapon: NLW based on
use of continuous rapid pulses of electromagnetic radiation (radio, magnetic fields,
micro-wave, radar, etc.) to achieve offensive/defensive capabilities at a desired level:
TIs can be repelled by extremely unpleasant
physical reactions (stinging, burning, tingling, loss of hearing, confusion, dizziness,
blurred vision, etc.); incapacitated (muscle
seizure and convulsions); or killed (cardiac
arrest, involuntary motor function arrest,
organ failure). Adjustment of wave form,
field intensity, pulse widths, repetition frequency, and carrier frequency determine
outcome. The reality - all of the above was
from a paper by Lt. Col. David Dean, USAF
published by the Air University Press in
1986 (Low-Intensity Conflict and Modern
Technology.) In March of 2001, the USMC
announced a mobile unit of almost identical
capabilities (mentioning only the non-lethal

capabilities in their press release.) The spin
from Col. Dean’s paper - ‘...potential uses
include dealing with terrorist groups, crowd
control...’ (Always crowds, never riots?)
RF Gunship: A military or police helicopter equipped with RF/EMR weapons instead
of miniguns. Weapon can be adjusted between lethal (cook organs) and NL (fry skin)
settings. The reality - not yet. A classified
1996 Air Force Scientific Advisory Board
study suggests such a weapon system is in
works. The spin - ‘A truly versatile multijurisdiction, multi-role weapon system.’
Dazzle: A NLW technology which temporarily blinds or reduces vision acuity of TIs
and electronic visual devices such as video
cameras, night vision devices. The reality IEEE term, in place now. See next few terms
for examples and spin.
Laser Dazzler aka Glare Laser: Laser-based
gun-mounted dazzle weapon. The reality - in
line for DOD funding according to Jane’s
Defense Weekly, March 1996. The spin, we
might imagine, if developed by defense
contractor General Electric - “We bring good
things to light.”
Set Beam High Intensity Hand Held
Searchlight System: A NLW which
generates six million candles of strobe light
with an effective range at high strobing level
of 100 yards. Variable strobe rate can cause
epileptic siezures or disorientation in some
TISs. The reality - IEEE term, a manufactured item deployed to unknown agencies.
The spin - NFPC at this time. (Note the
‘friendly’ description as a ‘searchlight’ when
it actually a weapon to blind TIs.)
Flash Blindness: Impairment of vision
resulting from an intense flash of light. It
includes temporary or permanent loss of
visual functions and may be associated with
retinal burns. The reality - IEEE term, in
place now. Use of the Dazzler technology

and flash and illuminator grenades can cause
flash blindness. The spin - NFPC because of
the potential for permanent blindness.
Electrical Stun Device: A NLW which
stuns TIs with a high voltage, low current,
short duration electric shock to incapacitate
the target. The reality - in place now. See
next few terms for examples and spin.
Stun Guns aka TASER: The most well
known form of electrical stun device, which
employs either by direct electrode contact or
delivered by small harpoon-like barbs fired
which trail filament wires leading to the
main unit - all hand held. The reality - the
voltage on various models range from 10KV
to over 50KV and can cause burns and scars,
as well as cardiac arrest or severe neurological problems even in a healthy TI.
Except for law enforcement, users can face
criminal charges just as if they had used a
firearm (laws vary from state to state.) New
models are pulsing the voltage which allows
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even higher voltages at lowered power consumption for greater durations of ‘attack
time’ - and intensifying the ‘shock’ effect by
phasing pulses at frequencies distressing to
the body. The spin - ‘Compact personal
defense with humane stopping power.’
Electrified Air: A wireless stun gun for
temporarily immobilizing a TI at a distance
with muscular tetanization using modulated
current delivered by two channels of electrically conducted air. The reality - Patent
#5,675,103 Oct. 7, 1995 Non-lethal Tetanizing Weapon, Herr, Jan Eric. The spin - ‘No
wires or flesh-penetrating barbs, no burns.’
(No tell-tale proof in court.)
Radio Frequency Incapacitating Systems
(RFIS) aka Thermal Gun: A NLW which
emits electromagnetic spectrum radiation

calculated to cause the sensation of burning
or actual burns on the skin, or at higher
output levels, to superheat organs to cause
severe injury or death. An example is the
directional microwave transmitter which
heats skin to an unbearable degree as TIs
approach the device. The reality - IEEE term.
The U.S. marines recently introduced on
national TV news a Humvee mounted device
precisely so described, though not mentioning lethal capabilities. The spin from news
accounts - ‘...the highly mobile unit will
improve crowd control situations.’ (Where is
that in the Marine’s mission statement?)
Acoustic Weapon: - A NLW which uses
sonic frequencies to cause debilitating
dizziness, motion sickness or nausea, and
can also generate vibrations of body organs
resulting in extreme pain, seizures, or death.
See next for reality and spin.
Acoustic Bullet aka Sonic Bullet aka High
Powered Acoustic Weapon: A NLW
consisting of a high-power, very low
frequency acoustic infrasound (see next)
beam weapon that incapacitates by creating
plasma in form to the TI, generating an
impact wave like that of a blunt object The
reality - in place now, IEEE term. Hipowered versions causes blunt object trauma,
and can ‘fire’ through walls or barriers - if
used with various sensing technologies (as
described herein) to allow precise aiming
when other individuals are nearby. If married
with silent sound technology (see below), it
can impart audio information which is not
only heard by the TI (and only the TI), but
felt as it penetrates the body. A number of
victims in recent months described precisely
these symptoms and circumstances just prior
to the technology becoming public knowledge. Similar technology was offered by the
Russian government to the F.B.I. for used
against the Branch Davidians, but the offer

was declined according to the censored
USAF web document which Begich says had
specific details on the technology and the
event. The spin - ‘These people not only
want us to believe they heard God speak, but
that he thumped them on the head to get
their attention.’ (Closer to Satan than God.)
Infrasound: NLW involving very low frequency (less than 20 Hertz) sound projection
to disorient, sicken or frighten TIs away
from designated areas. NOTE: Infrasound
frequencies are characterized by long-range
propagation and can penetrate ground and
structures. Its effects include mild to severe
discomfort, organ functional disturbance
(nausea, bowel spasms, etc.) The reality IEEE term, in place now. The spin - NFPC.
Amiability Agent aka Calmative Agentaka
Sleep Agent: A NLW consisting of an agent
which, by virtue of unpleasantness or power
to subdue, causes TIs to become drowsy and
easily persuadable. The reality - IEEE term,
in place now, generally in a form which is
absorbed through the skin or lungs into the
blood stream. Includes a wide variety of
delivery systems (sprays, fired munitions,
high-pressure hose, dart guns or blow darts,
direct contact) and materials (chemicals,
tranquilizers, paints, water-base solutions,
super-caustics, gases.) The spin - ‘Humane
treatment that insures compliance with
minimum physical confrontation.’
Delayed-Action Agent: A calmative agent or
other chemical/biological agent which has a
controlled or characteristic delay time before
becoming effective. The reality - IEEE term,
in place now. Typically applied by gas,
powder, or liquids, they can often be applied
BEFORE law enforcement intends to
confront a crowd to allow targeting of larger
numbers of persons before they began any
strategic defensive repositioning. The spin ‘Ti-i-i-ime, it’s on my side - yes it is.’

Super Caustics: Acid agents that can be
stored in harmless binary form and used
against weapons, tires, roads, roofs, optical
systems, or even shoes. NOTE: A super
caustic may be considered a NLW if used to
deny human contact. The reality - IEEE
term, in place now. Can be delivered in any
number of ways, weapons, door knobs, and
other key items or resources can be coated
with caustic materials - but note the TI will
NOT know an item is untouchable until
actually touching it and getting burned. The
spin - ‘You can’t touch this!’
Anesthetics: A type of amiability Agents
used in NLW - tranquilizers, dispensed with
gas or darts, that could put people to sleep.
The reality - IEEE term, in place now. The
spin - ‘Render’s suspects completely docile
or unconscious with minimum risk to either
suspect or law enforcement personnel.’
Subliminals: A MC technology based on
the unaware and unstoppable subconscious
acceptance of information fed covertly to the
TI’s brain through brief imperceptible but
repetitious information embedded within any
audio/video source such as radio, TV, film,
music systems, and computer speakers and
displays, even delivered over the Internet if
desired. The reality - Patent #4,777,529 Oct.
11 1988 Audio Subliminal Programming
System, Schultz, Richard, et al. Patent
#6,017,302 Oct 31, 1997 Subliminal
Acoustic Manipulation of The Nervous
System, Loos, Hedricus G. More patents
followed. The spin strategy - ‘Since it is
illegal to use this for any other purpose, you
can trust us to use it only for good.’
Remote Physical: Devices allow remote
acquisition of continuous EEG emotional
state readouts and physiological data from a
TI without physical contact (and without
their knowledge), to include pupil dilation,
pulse rate, blood pressure, respiration rate,

and respiration level. The reality - The
ultimate covert lie detector can also be used
to detect hidden persons. Patent #4,958,653
Sept. 25, 1990 Non-Contact Vital Signs
Monitor, Sharpe et al. (Georgia Tech
Research Corporation.); Patent #5,507,291
April 16, 1996 Method and Apparatus for
Remotely Determining Information as to a
Person’s Emotional State. This is the birth
of the Thought Police. The spin - ‘Now law
enforcement can predict violent behavior and
detect signs of mental illness without waiting for a senseless act to draw attention.’
R-BATS: Remote Biochemical Assay Telemetering System is a bioimplant, skin patch,
or wrist band device which detects and
reports drug traces in the TI. The reality technology proposed from NASA research in
May 1996 NASA Tech Briefs. The implied
spin - ‘Get clean, stay clean (or else we will
know and come get you.)’
Neuro-Electromagnetic Device: A NLW
which uses radio signals specifically modulated to directly affect the TI’s brain and
nervous system from a distance. The reality IEEE term, in place now - see next items.
The spin - NFPC, because it is important
that psychiatrists, law enforcement, and
media think victims are crazy.
Remote Emotions: A means of instantly
altering mood or emotions in a TI by transmitting EEG brain waves directly into the
TI’s brain using ELF (extremely low radio
frequency.) The reality - Patent #3,951,134
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April 20, 1976 Apparatus and Method for
Remotely Monitoring and Altering Brainwaves, Malech, Robert G., was the earliest
device capable of altering mood - it was
called the biofeedback machine. Patent
#5,356,368 Oct. 18,1994 Method and

Apparatus for Inducing Desired States of
Consciousness, Monroe, Robert (Interstate
Industries) able to instantly entrain any
desired effect once the TI’s full range of
emotional states are already mapped out in
terms of EEG. The spin - NFPC.
Mass Tranquilizer: Use of ELF generated
sound waves with embedded EEG signals to
reduce anxiety or anger levels to almost any
point up to and including meditative or
anesthetized states. The reality - Patent
#4,335,710 June 22, 1982 Device for the
Induction of Specific Brainwave Patterns,
Williamson, John (Omnitronics Research
Corp.). More patents like this directly alter
the victim’s EEG and thus, their mood and
emotions. Of course, the same technology
could also be used to foment violence and
unrest when expedient to political need such as just before asking for more money
for police. The spin - NFPC.
Altered State Generator: An ELF/EEG
NLW which causes the TI to experience
simulated narcotic or psychotic hallucinations: dramatic swings in emotion and mood,
sensory illusions (pain, pleasure, tingling,
heat), vestibular feelings (vibrations, free
floating), depersonalization (as if detached
from body, omnipresence, presence of
another consciousness'), uncontrolled mental
images (from memory, from subconscious):
The Reality - many patents support this
capability, good example: #4,227,516 Oct.
14, 1990, Apparatus for Electrophysiological
Stimulation, Meland. The spin - NFPC.
Pulse Wave Myotron: A NLW ‘black box’
12 about the size of a pack of cigarettes. Contact
with this device by a TI will scramble voluntary brain signals causing the TI to fall to the
ground in intense pain, unable to move, yet
vital functions such as heartbeat and breathing remain unaffected. Recovery takes several
minutes. The reality - IEEE term, in place

now. The spin - NFPC.
Satellite Mind Link: Use of satellites to
entrain humans by broad-area broadcast of
EEG via ELF frequencies directly received
by the brain. The reality - Patent #3,866,231
Feb. 11, 1975 Satellite Transmission of
ULF Electromagnetic Waves, Kelly, Francis
J. (U.S.N.) if combined with previous EEG
technologies can be used to geographically
target select cities or entire continents. The
spin - ‘ULF signals are used to transmit
orders to submerged submarines.’ (True.)
Operation PIQUE: CIA ‘communications’
project launched in 1978, immediately after
CIA MC experiments were declared to be
‘unworkable’ in CIA testimony before the
Church Committee in 1977. The reality cited again by Begich using the same censored USAF web document, PIQUE was used
to ‘bounce high powered RF (radio signals)
off the ionosphere to effect the mental
functions of people in selected areas’, the
selected areas to include Soviet nuclear
installations. Since only ELF is the only RF
which is known to do this, this project
sounds a LOT like the precursor to HAARP.
The spin - NFPC. (Could this targeting of
nuclear facilities have had anything to do
with Chernoble? One shudders to think it.)
HAARP as ELF Weapon: The USAF
project earlier described in Weather War. The
reality - the ELF capability of HAARP by
technical description precisely matches that
of MC weapons used to alter EEG as seen in
PIQUE. With full northern hemispheric coverage, who would the target be for HAARP the Chinese, Americans, or both? Patent
#5,053,783 Oct. 1, 1991 High Power Low
Frequency Communications by Ionispheric
Modification, Papadopolous, Dennis
(USAF) The spin - ‘for research only.’
SuperDARN: A network of HAARP-like
facilities planed for North America. The

reality - confirmed by National Science
Foundation Award contract #9704717. Such
an array in Canada and Alaska could selectively transmit unique mission specific ELFEEG MC messages to individual nations. If
its purpose is sinister, look for similar
‘research’ projects in Africa, South America,
and Australia, or even Antartica - to handle
the rest of the World. The spin - ‘Open to
international scientists for any appropriate
research purposes.’
The Arizona Hum aka (Taos Hum) and
earlier (Oregon Hum): An ELF hum which
can be heard over hundreds of square miles
in Arizona for which the source cannot be
found. The reality - believed to be an ongoing series of region-wide ELF/EEG MC
experiments. The spin from government
investigators - ‘I don’t hear anything. My
instruments don’t detect anything. What are
you talking about.’
Mind Meld: ELF/EEG technologies previously mentioned used to achieve with the
human mind what a laser beam does with a
holographic plate - capture a complete image
of all content, which by digitization and
output to a second individual in reverse
manner allows the second individual to gain
the memories and knowledge of the first - a
kind of instant “been there, done that”
familiarity. The reality - projected reality for
the year 2020 by USAF Scientific Advisory
Board, 1996. Accurate transfer of “mental,
emotional, and physical states of consciousness” exists today: Patent #5,213,562 May
25, 1993 Method of Inducing Mental,
Emotional and Physical States of Consciousness, Including Specific Mental Activity in
Human Beings, Monroe, Robert (Interstate
Industries, Inc.) The spin for tomorrow ‘Visit Total Recall and enjoy the vacation of
a lifetime - as someone else!’
Computer Mind Link: Microcomputer

substrates with artificially grown brain cells
provide the basis for bio-implants with a
number of functions, including linking the
mind directly to computers for two-way
control and data access. The reality - the first
experimental growth of brain cells and
bonding of human tissue to substrates has
been successful according to the Wall Street
Journal, Feb 1, 1994. The spin - ‘Now you
can loose that mouse and keyboard forever.’
Shared Vision: Use of advanced EEG and
associated technology to capture the actual
in-head view as seen by the TI in real time.
The reality - in development according to
Wired News Oct. 7, 1999, which reported
that scientists had successfully created a
video of what a test subject (cat) was actually
seeing. At this time, the technology is highly invasive, requiring numerous electrodes to
be placed directly into the brain. The spin likely NFPC, but if it were... ‘Virtual reality
was never like this.’
RAATS: Radio-wave Auditory, Assaultive,
Transmitting-implantS, a kind of V2S based
on a bio-implant. The reality - In place and
ready for deployment. NSA/DOD funded
(part of $2B annually spent in various
similar projects at select universities), this
MC tech has been developed and tested on
nonconsenting persons by Professor K. Kelly
at the University of Albany, where one
student held 37 others at gun point, shot
one, and eventually hanged himself - all after
complaining about voices in his head. The
spin (from a conference paper offered by
Professor Kelly at the Eastern Psychological
Ass.) - microchip implants as a notion is
‘....one of the indicators of schizophrenia.’
Note: In other words, the very pioneer in this
MC tech was lecturing fellow professionals
that the tech does not exist and that anyone
experiencing the symptoms was mentally ill.
According to Kelly’s own notes, this kind of

technology is routinely tested on “uninformed, unconsenting subjects" who were usually
"federal prisoners and political dissidents.”
What does this tell us about the intended use
of this MC tech by the military-intelligence
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agencies? Keep in mind they could not
possibly have tested this tech on political
dissidents without highly illegal covert
application. Why should we presume that if
they will test it on some of us without our
consent, they won’t freely apply it on us all
once perfected?
Voice Patch: A device which, when placed
in contact with a human anywhere on the
body (with or without their knowledge)
provides direct V2S capability. The reality Though actually submitted in 1950 and
1968, Patent #3,393,279 Nervous System
Excitation Device, and #3,647,970 Method
and System for Simplifying Speech Waveforms, these patents were suppressed by the
U.S. Patent office and military until 1968
and 1972, both invented by Gillis Patrick
Flanagan. Patent #3,566,347 Feb. 23, 1971
Psycho-acoustic Projector, Flanders, Andrew
E. (General Dynamics Corp.) took it a step
further by providing the wearer with clear
audio but those anywhere in the vicinity
without the device suffered psychotic
disorientation and hearing impairment. The
spin - ‘New hearing aid technology can be
hidden completely to give you the same
freedom you used to have.’ (And insure you
hear the right message.)
Difference Acoustic Wave Generation
System (DAWGS): A NLW consisting of
electro-pneumatic acoustic generators which
produce a high power acoustic beam with
precise frequency control. The reality - IEEE
term, in place now. This is the basis of a

whole category and range of MC technology
described next. The spin - NFPC.
Omnipresent Sound: A wireless means to
transmit audible sound through any medium
(gas, liquid, solid) without radio waves by
means of modulated ultrasonic pressure
waves (air movement.) Point of origin and
signal are undetectable by TI or others. The
reality - Patent #5,539,705 July 23, 1996
Ultrasonic Speech Translator and Communications System, Ackerman, M. Alfred
(Marietta Energy Systems.) Does require
hardware at both ends, but is easy to conceal
or disguise. The spin - NFPC.
Hypersonic Sound: Laser-based device
which emulates Omnipresent Sound but has
limitation of requiring direct line of site.
Does not require hardware at listening end.
The reality - this technology was announced
by American Technology Corporation’s
Chairman’s, May 17, 1999. The spin from
them - ‘New capabilities as replacement for
home entertainment speaker systems.’
Silent Sound Spread Spectrum (SSSS)
aka S-quad or Squad: A means of imparting either or both EEG brain wave patterns
and/or audio messages subliminally to a TI,
using signals embedded into existing audio
source, typically radio or television broadcasts. The reality - In place now. Specific
verbal commands (surrender, vote for Our
Guy) are imparted into the subconscious
where they surface to the conscious as
personal thought. By sending EEG signals,
emotional states can be simultaneously and
instantly entrained (i.e. fear, happiness, etc.)
Combined, the result is virtually irresistible.
The spin - NFPC
Command Solo: USAF operates several
specially modified EC-130 aircraft codenamed Command Solo, equipped with the
ability to broadcast radio and TV signals of
any type or frequency embedded with SSSS

and EEG emotional state entrainments. The
reality - Command Solo was deployed
successfully in the Gulf war to ‘encourage’
mass surrenders by Iraqi troops, and again in
Bosnia to sway ‘elections intended to end
the violence.’ The spin - ‘The U.S. military
is prohibited to use this technology on
American citizens.’ (Every major US city
now has frequent C-130 overflights.)
Voice to Skull (V2S): aka Artificial
Telepathy, Microwave Hearing: A neuroelectromagnetic device which provides a
means of transmitting specially prepared
electronic signals to the TI, received as a
series of clicks and buzzes which are decoded
by the mind as intelligible speech and sound
heard ONLY by the TI. The reality - In place
now with a broad variety of signal and
delivery methods. Typically, voice or audio
is broadcast by pulse-modulated signals in
one or two low-output radio or microwave
transmissions which which are precisely
aimed at the TI, who experiences ‘in head’
sound, often described as ‘the voice of God,
which cannot be disobeyed.’ Numerous
patents: #4,877,027 Oct. 31, 1989 Hearing
System, Brunkan, Wayne L.; #4,858,612,
Aug. 22, 1989 Hearing Device, Stocklin,
William; #5,159,703, Oct. 27, 1992 Silent
Subliminal Presentation System, Lowry,
Oliver; and more. See next. The spin ‘Schizophrenia does sometimes involve the
excuse of hearing voices, typically claiming
“God” commanded the their terrible deeds.’
Electrophonic Effect or Frey Effect: A
buzzing or clicking sound in the back of the
head experienced by a TI subjected to pulsed
microwave radiation, such as from a V2S
device. The absorbed energy produces
thermoelastic expansion of brain tissues
causing an acoustic pressure wave detected
by the Corti, a spiral structure within the
ear’s cochlea containing hair cells sensitive

to vibrations. Discovered by Dr. Allen Frey
in the mid 1980’s. The reality - IEEE term,
in place now. Almost every government
agency and military branch has conducted
research in this area! The spin at NASA ‘developed to scare birds off of runways.’
Levitation Projector: A device which
projects combined VLF radio, magnetic, and
electrical charge plane-wave force fields
together with sonic bullets in a manner
suitable to cause select sympathetic objects
to levitate and/or fly through the air. The
reality - hypothetical speculation. Or is it?
TIs whom I respect for real and practical
reasons simultaneously and spontaneously
reported similar ‘minor’ levitations before
any public concept of the technology was
possible. Scientists at Intersonics, Inc. of
Northbrook, Ill., reported successfully levitating a one-ounce steel ball bearing using
nothing but sound waves (believed to be a
rapid-fire series of sonic bullets). The spin ‘So in addition to being a ‘wavie’, you’re
also beset by poltergeists?’
See-Through-Clothes Video: Video digital
image processing combined with traditional
visible and near-visible spectrum video to
produce a startlingly real see-through effect.
Variations tested as alternative for tighter
airport security. The reality - in place now,
accidentally delivered into hands of thousands of consumers in Sony video cameras
last year. The spin - ‘Very low-light level
capability.’ (Custom’s Office reports that a
survey revealed most passengers would rather
undergo a strip search or traditional x-ray if
suspected than be ‘peeped at’ en mass.)
Bullet-Hole Camera: A very small cylindrical and self-contained video probe which
can be inserted into a bullet hole or otherwise hidden to broadcast images (with or
without sound.) The reality - provided by the
British government to FBI/DEA and used at

WACO. There is no excuse for WACO based
on any lack of knowing what the occupants
were doing or planning. The spin - NFPC.
Under-The-Door Camera: A bullet-hole
camera on the end of a flex-cable with
integral manipulator device which is slipped
under the crack in a doorway or other
opening and manipulated from the far side to
look in any direction. The reality - in use
now by many agencies and SWAT/CERT
teams. The spin - ‘Snake eyes.’
Algorithmic Surveillance Systems & Face
Prints: CCTV (closed circuit television)
security systems connected to computerized
face-print database libraries to watch public
places for specified individuals. Computer
algorithms compare video still frames
against database images on the fly. The
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reality - in place now and operational at
numerous Federal and State agencies, (and
gaming casinos in Las Vegas looking for
known cheaters) limited only by the relatively small current library of collected facial
images (which may explain why the FBI
wants to link and coordinate all US State’s
driver’s license programs.) The spin according to Red Chinese who used video of
protesters to identify and capture students
involved, - the cameras are a ‘traffic control
monitoring system.’
Fingerprint Identification Unit (FIU) - A
device which enrolls, compares, and verifies
fingerprints of a fingers placed at its sensor.
The FIU contains a biometric sensor that can
reject phony fingers, duplicate fingerprint
images, or other ersatz digits. The system
can be used for security applications, such as
access control to files and machinery. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now. Add
communications capability, and this could

be used at cash registers to identify purchasers or at entrance/egress. The spin - NFPC.
Automatic Number Plate Scanners (NPS):
Face Print technology applied to comparing
video images of automobiles to match select
license plates. The reality - in place in all
exit points of London, British seaports, and
the tunnel to France. The spin - ‘Gives us a
5 second response time for giving chase to
suspected felons caught on camera.’
Automatic Vehicle Locator: GPS (gobalpositioning-satellite) based device which
transmits the location of an equipped
vehicle. The reality - in place now. Built
into some cars as an anti-theft and/or
navigational device, small portable units can
be covertly placed on any vehicle for tracking
TI travels. The spin - ‘Accurate to within 50
feet, you will never be lost again.’ (At least
we will know where you are.)
14 Paint Tag Identification: A method for
distinguishing between friendly and enemy
platforms. The concept puts undetectable
microscopic transponders into specialized,
conductive paints. A low power signal
emitted from the friendly source activates the
transponder for discerning ID, or on the
targeted enemy item - for destruction by a
homing weapon. The reality - IEEE term, in
place now. In application against citizens,
paint swabs on the TI vehicles or homes can
help identify them in quickly with a simple
scan. The spin - NFPC at this time.
Individual Position Locator Device or
(
I

PLD): Individual Position Locator Device
is a wrist or ankle bracelet but can also be a
bio-implant which uses GPS to track the
location of the wearer (see Digital Angel.)
The reality - in place now, promoted first by
the Army War College in 1989 (see next few
items.) The spin - ‘We need to know where

our criminals are at all times.’
ELECTRONIC TAGGING

: An IPLD system
consisting of a light-weight wrist strap data
tag, both waterproof and protected against
electrostatic discharge, containing miniature
non-volatile memory modules secured to a
TI (say, a prisoner). Data describing the
person is then loaded into the wrist-strap
data tag where it remains until no longer
needed (e.g., the prisoner's sentence ends).
The other part of this system uses a PCbased handheld reader for reading and writing
of the data tag. The data tags can hold up to
100 times more data than the average bar
code. The spin - ‘Electronic tagging is useful
for hospital patients, inventory control, and
security marking of property.’
Identify Friend Foe Neutral (IFFN): An
IPLD device which in addition to revealing
location, indicates if the subject is friend,
foe, or neutral. The status can be remotely
altered as needed. The reality - from the same
1989 War College source, only makes sense
if it is intended that EVERYONE wear such
a tag - akin to the mark of the beast (666.)
So a TI they want to label as ‘armed and
dangerous’, simply gets their tag zapped and
the government hones in with weapons
drawn. The spin of the future - ‘If you don’t
do the crime, you won’t bear the sign.’
3D-ID Local Positioning System: An IPLD
capable of determining the 3-D location of
items and TIs within a 3-dimensionally
boundaried space (such as a high-rise
building.) The system consists of IPLD
"tags" associated with people or assets to be
tracked, and an infrastructure (satellites and
monitoring computers) for tracking the
location of each tag. The reality - in place
now - IEEE nomenclature. The spin - “Now
law enforcement can not only trace a suspect
to a high-rise building, but ask the important

question; ‘Floor, please?’”
Global Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and
Targeting System (GSRT): A space-based
all-sensor collection, processing, and dissemination system which provides a real-time
information database used to create a virtual
reality (VR) image of the area of interest,
thus providing all levels of command with
full situational awareness (SA), technical and
intelligence information, and command &
control functions. The reality - IEEE term, in
place and being established now. If you
thought the special effects spy satellite
capabilities in the movie, Enemy of The
State, were overdone, this is more advanced
than that. Think 3-D. The spin - NFPC.
National Identity Card: A proposal to have
a single I.D. card used for all identification
purposes from drivers license to medical
insurance, complete with embedded microchip memory to keep track all important
personal information. Federal law dictates
that the Social Security number is not to be
used for identification purposes. The reality the social security number is THE preferred
and most critical form of identification used
in credit reporting and ALL contact with
medical and other government agencies, and
elsewhere. Despite obvious threats to loss of
identity by theft of SS#, Virginia and other
states have started using SS# as THE
driver’s license number. The spin - ‘More
convenient to everyone.’ (Especially if also
an ILPD device!)
Bioradar: A radar device which helps in
searches for buried persons. It can measure
heart frequency and breathing up to 3 meters
under snow and rubble. It can also detect TIs
in buildings from the outside, even through
cement up to 6 meters thick. The reality IEEE term, in place now. See next few terms
for details and spin.
Millimeter-Wave Camera: - A camera

capable of measuring the time delay and
intensity of millimeter-wave energy that
radiates naturally from living beings and
inanimate objects. NOTE: Millimeter-wave
cameras can be used for "remote frisking" to
detect weapons or drugs carried by persons.
This is because at millimeter wavelengths,
people are good emitters, while metals are
very poor emitters. Dielectric objects, such
as plastics, ceramics and powdered drugs are
somewhere in-between. Clothing and
building materials such as wallboard, on the
other hand, are virtually transparent. The
reality - IEEE term, in place now (see next
definitions.) The spin - NFPC at this time.
See-Thru-The-Wall Flashlight: Hand-held
see-through-the-wall bioradar technology
(millimeter-wave) imaging tool (looks like a
large flashlight) not much unlike infrared
FLIR devices. Tied to respiration signatures,
it can identify and track a specific TI from
among many individuals. The reality - in
place now according to press release from Dr.
Eugene F. Greneker at the University of
Georgia, which itself points out the DOD
had working prototypes since the mid
1980’s. The spin from their material ‘Useful to police officers in tactical matters.’
Life Assessment Detector System (LADS):
More powerful version of the hand-held
bioradar flashlight used to detect, isolate,
and identify TI heartbeats and respiration
characteristics at distance and behind walls.
The reality - Also developed by Dr. Greneker
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at Georgia Tech, this is an actual product
promoted briefly at VSE Corp. Web site
(until I asked them questions about deduced
capabilities to output video images). The
spin, paraphrasing VSE ‘...able to detect

respiration and heart rates up to 135 feet
away... to locate injured persons trapped in
collapsed buildings or identify and separate
gunmen from hostages through the wall.’
Field Effect Detector: A handheld device
used to find human beings hiding behind
barriers such as concrete walls and dense
foliage, even at hundreds of feet distant. The
unit employs a passive detection system not
vulnerable to types of countermeasures that
might spoof infrared or thermal imagers. The
device detects the electrostatic field given off
by a human being and, like a divining rod,
pulls the device in the user's hand and points
toward the TI with an audio or video indicator. The reality - IEEE term, in place now.
The spin - NFPC yet, being held back.
Night Vision: A device which allows the
user to see in the dark (goggles, hand-held,
gun sights, etc.) Based on passive (sense
only) or active (illuminate and sense) infrared
(IR) technology. The reality - around for
years, now available commercially to anyone
with the price. I’ve enjoyed testing a number
of Soviet-made units costing a few hundred
dollars. The spin - ‘Turning night into day.’
Thermoviewer: A hand-held night vision
device the size of a pair of binoculars, that
can "see" in absolute darkness. It creates
images by sensing minute temperature differences between the object sought and background, and was designed to find enemy
troops and vehicles at night.
Garret Scanner: An electronic device used
to scan rooms for concealed weapons. Includes a "reduced sensitivity" mode for scanning
floors containing reinforcement bars
15 near
(rebars) or pipe. The reality - IEEE term, in
place now. The spin - NFPC, presumably
held back for final gun seizure efforts.
Forward Looking Infrared (
FLIR

):

Typically Helicopter mounted technology
provides ‘nighttime’ imaging capability,
day-or-nite thermal imaging capability useful
to penetrate ground and walls for hidden
objects or persons. The reality - in place
now. Various versions of the technology
have specific strengths or weaknesses. The
spin - ‘All the better to see you with.’
Coherent All-Radio Band Sensor
(CARABAS) aka Profiler: An airborne
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technology in
the VHF band (30 - 300 MHz) that possesses
good ground-penetrating capability (10-12
feet) also able to detect objects tunnels,
pipes, cables, etc., see through foliage and
camouflage. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now. Alternative to FLIR, it is not blinded
by thermal hot spots or light sources, works
equally well in daytime. The spin - NFPC.
Cell phone (as)Scanner: An undocumented feature found in many off-the-shelf cell
phones which allows them to be converted
into an automatic scanner which scan-detects
and decodes scrambled cellular conversations
by simply pressing a series of keystrokes.
The reality - demonstrated to this author by a
phone salesman who says he regularly shows
customers how to do it. Learned the codes
from the Internet, he said. The spin as
subsequently told me by a phone maker
representative - ‘Strictly a diagnostics tool.’
All (almost) Band Radio: Some ‘all-band’
radios manufactured by companies who are
also defense contractors commonly omit
certain frequencies known to be used by
political dissidents. Grundig, for instance,
blocks nearly one-half dozen such stations in
Europe. There have been no ‘tests’ to see if
products sold in the US are so afflicted, but
most users would simply assume poor reception, not hanky panky. The spin - NFPC.
Public Safety Answering Points (PSAP):
A system of identifying the location and user

of a cell phone when 911 is dialed. The
reality - required by FCC rules in 1996 for
completion by Oct. 1, 2001. This technology can easily be subverted to track cell
phones and pagers anywhere, anytime (not
waiting for dialing of 911), by simply specifying the target phone. This is not a new
capability, but it is an automated version of
what used to be a fairly difficult task requiring special gear and coordinated efforts. The
spin - ‘Improved public safety.’ (Really? I
wonder what percentage of cellular phone
911 calls are made by people who can’t
simply say where they are?)
Roving Wiretaps: A wiretap method which
randomly selects individual communication
signals within a larger specified communications channel such as a telephone trunk
line (tens of thousands of calls). The reality NSA technology allows for and is regularly
does this in operation ECHELON (described
herein) despite Congressional warnings it is
not legal. Now, FBI and even local law
enforcement can request access to this
technology through liberally granted court
orders based on presumption of guilt by
association, even if the association is only
that you work with or live near the actual
targeted individual. The spin - ‘If you don’t
have anything to hide, you shouldn’t care
who is listening.’
Carnivore: An FBI e-mail wiretapping
system consisting of a Packet Sniffer used to
locate records (and only those records, they
are quick to claim) in e-mail messages and
Internet based telephony for which the FBI
has (we hope) received a court order. The
reality - in place now. The name is explained
as "Carnivore chews all the data on the
network, but it actually eats ONLY the
information authorized by a court order." The
spin - ‘Don’t worry, the FBI never exceeds
its authority, plants evidence, entraps

suspects, or wiretaps without a warrant, etc.’
E-MAIL Bomb aka Information Bomb
and Denial of Service Attack: An automated
script which generates a chain of e-mail
messages or Web site page hits intended to
overload the resources of the victim server
processor, or Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) to
target the server, firm, or a select server
client (TI.) Can entail sending massive files
or FTP commands. E-mail bombs include
chain bombs, error-message bombs, covert
distribution, and mail exploder exploitation,
among other techniques. The reality - in
place now. My own Web site was hit with
some 9,000 rapid-fire requests for the same
Web page while I was on the air with Jeff
Rense, ostensibly to prevent listeners from
reaching my Web site during its promotion
on the show. The spin, as claimed by an ISP
unwilling to see bogeymen - ‘Sometimes
routers get confused and send out multiple
requests through multiple paths, and tend to
confuse other routers.’ (This is denied by
router manufacturers.)
Codeaphone: Not to be confused with the
commercial telephone answering machine or
company which makes it - use of remotely
delivered high-speed digital command data
packets over the telephone to cause any
combination of results: Block or redirect
outbound or inbound calls, simulate busy or
endless ring, turn telephone into room bug
even if still on hook, manipulate billing and
caller ID information, and more. The reality as presented first in this author’s book, The
Professional Paranoid in 1998, is based on
NSA technology built into the modern
digital telephone system when NSA worked
hand in hand with Bell Labs to define the
‘telephone system of the future’ which is, by
coincidence, quite Echelon friendly. This
author has experienced first hand some
remarkable telephone manipulations using

this technology involving to-the-minute
synchronized interference with voice, fax,
and email of hundreds of clients, and
suppression of recording equipment with a
high-gain silent sound signals. The spin NFPC at this time. (But it is in my book,
The Professional Paranoid.)
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Communications Deception: Use of devices, operations, and techniques with to confuse or mislead the user of a communications
link or a navigation system by radiation, reradiation, or reflection of electromagnetic
energy. The reality - IEEE term, in place
now. See next two terms. The spin - NFPC.
Meaconing: A communication deception
technique which targets navigational instruments and navcom devices. The reality IEEE term, in place now. The military can
disable modern air and sea transportation
navigational capabilities. Under command of
FEMA, this technology could be used to
prevent Americans from safely using aircraft
and boats. The spin - NFPC.
Selective (GPS) Availability (SA) and
Differential GPS (DGPS): A type of
meaconing which prevents an enemy from
reliably using the Global Positioning System (GPS.) The ground-control station can
deliberately introduce satellite timing and
position errors into satellite transmissions to
reduce the accuracy of civilian and unauthorized users. The reality - IEEE term, gives
military and FEMA capability to selectively
provide unhampered use by friendly forces
through Differential GPS (DGPS), a technique requiring communications between
two receivers, one of which is at a known
location. This system can be used against
citizens in a martial law or military take over
situation to render their GPS tools quite

inaccurate. The spin - NFPC.
Project ECHELON: NSA’s highly successful attempt at world-wide electronic communications surveillance based on continuous computerized sample-monitoring of all
land-line, cellular, radio, and fax or email
communications. The reality - in place in the
United States and the U.K. for many years
(visit the ACLU Web site for latest info.)
16 Responsible for the Princess Di ‘lover’ tapes.
The spin - NFPC, especially since Congress
in currently investigating NSA and Echelon
for possible violation of law.
The National Reconnaissance Office or
(NRO): Established under President Bush
to allow facilitate NSA and CIA operational
command of America’s spy satellite network.
The reality - this project was not deemed
necessary at the height of the cold war when
spy satellites were extremely important, but
were manageable by CIA with a handful of
staff. The NRO staff is many thousands and
has it’s own Pentagon-sized building. The
spin - ‘Satellites R Us.’ (Perhaps, if you
add in Echelon spying on Americans.)
Sewer and Water Pipe and Pipe Crawlers:
The sewer and water pipes running from a
building to and including the network of
pipes in the street. A pipe crawler is a small
remotely guided electrically driven device
which often used to inspect sewer pipe,
typically equipped with mechanical cleaning
tools and, often, with lights and cameras.
Cables run from a large reel at the point of
entry to the crawler to supply command and
power. The reality - documented by a TI who
saw a ‘work crew’ deliver a crawler to a
neighbor, smelled sewer fumes in his home
and and heard something in the pipes, saw
the control cable through an inspection plug
in home and trapped the device by blocking
the passage at that point - forcing eventual
covert entry by his opponents to free the

machine. Sewer pipes offer a network of
gateways into a TIs home by use of ‘pipe
crawler’ especially outfitted with any number
of available MC devices, making it almost
impossible to locate the true source of an
attack. In like manner, by inserting a special
underwater microphone into a water supply
line, water pipes can be used to turn any sink
or toilet within a targeted building into a
listening device, since water carries sound in
a useful manner. The spin - NFPC.
Electrical Wiring, Light Bulbs, & RF
Modulation: The wires within a building
and which run from the building to the main
power supply external of the building.
Common screw in incandescent light bulbs
used to light a room. RF Modulation is a
means of impressing a signal of some other
purpose, such as communication or MC
signals, onto the AC power line at any given
point, then demodulating the signal at one or
more given points elsewhere on the system.
The reality - another means of introducing
electronic attack technologies into a TI’s
home, as in the above Sewer Pipe example.
By similar manipulations, light bulbs can be
made to flicker imperceptibly (or perceptibly)
as part of an electronic attack, cause vision
discomfort, or impact on moods or emotions
and general well being. The spin - NFPC.
The Telephone System and Telephone
Answering Devices (TAD): The network of
telephone cables external of and connecting
to a home, plus the wiring within the home,
and any form of telephone answering device
including a hand set, answering machine,
computer modem, fax machine, etc. The
reality - because there are excess wires not
used by telephone equipment, telephone
systems can be applied to delivery of electronic attack technologies as described for
plumbing and electrical wiring, with the
additional capability of providing electronic

listening surveillance or sensing of victim
presence and state of mind. Telephones
themselves, even when not in use, are often
used as listening devices. The spin - NFPC.
Cable TV and Televisions, Home Entertainment Systems: Cable TV cables from
the network of cables in the street into the
building, the wiring within the building and
those connecting to TVs, VCRs, and Home
Entertainment Systems to provide television
and audio programming, plus those very
entertainment devices. The reality - another
means of introducing electronic attack
signals into a TI’s building, and further,
with minor modification of a television, the
ability to turn the speaker system into a
listening device or add a video camera to
provide visual surveillance. The spin NFPC, though in England there have been
several instances of unusually worded TV
programming advertisements which implied
that viewers are being watched by their TV.
Window Panes: Window Panes and picture
windows, skylights, etc. The reality - glass
panes may serve both as a speaker and/or
microphone by vibrating sympathetically
when struck by sound or pressure waves.
There are several ways to take advantage of
this concept to introduce audio elements of
electronic attacks for MC application into the
targeted building on a selected room basis,
or to provide remote audio surveillance of a
given room, typically by use of a laser beam
or direct pickup. The spin - NFPC.
Web Access and Audio Content: Internet
connectivity using a home computer, when
including speakers and specifically visiting
Web sites which provide audio signals,
provides a means for MC attack using
subliminals, typically placed deliberately on
the Web site. The reality - in place now, but
unless high-quality sound is used, the effect
is questionable, IMO. Further, it is not

likely that a given TI would voluntarily visit
a Web site set up in such a manner.
However, it is possible that by intercepting
Web transactions at a point between the Web
site and the TI, audio could impressed with
subliminals ‘on the fly’, making any and all
audio content a potential MC tool. Spin NFPC. (Napster-like resources would be an
ideal Web medium, especially if a TI records
subliminally contaminated tracks onto a CD
for use in the car or elsewhere.)
Electromagnetic Pulse Weapon aka EMP
Bomb: Any device which can produce an
electromagnetic field of such intensity (see
HERF, next) that operating electronic gear of
any kind experiences failure and magnetic
media experiences total data corruption. The
reality - in place now. A suitcase sized unit
can completely kill all operating electronic
equipment, including any running motors
and automobiles or similar, within the radius
of several blocks. Homemade devices can be
constructed with a lesser kill radius. Persons
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within attack range suffer severe disorientation and unpleasant side effects, including
severe discomfort, internal bleeding, or even
death. The spin - NFPC.
High Energy Radio Frequency (HERF):
The destructive output of an EMP bomb.
The reality - IEEE term, in place now. The
spin - NFPC at this time.
Biometrics: The automatic detecting,
measuring, cataloging, and analyzing of
human characteristics for identification
purposes based on a person’s physiological
or behavioral characteristics. The reality IEEE term, a new word for technology as old
or older than fingerprints. See next two
terms for details. The spin - NFPC.

Physiological Biometrics: Biometrics that
rely upon unique physical characteristics,
such as Face Geometry; Finger Scan; Hand
Geometry; Iris Scan; Keystroke Dynamics;
Speaker Verification; Retina Scan
Behavioral Biometrics: Biometrics based
on mechanical human characteristics, such as
voiceprints, handwritten signatures and key
stroke/signature dynamics.
Q-Methodology or Psychological Profile:
A sophisticated analytical tool created by
CIA research for use in MC and other
applications. A given TI is evaluated psychologically to formulate predictable behavioral
responses to given circumstances. The reality
- in place since the 1950’s and enhanced over
time, the tech is used to determine a TI’s
susceptibility to blackmail, death threats, or
other tactics which can then be executed in
high confidence. The spin - NFPC.
Parallelistic Logistical Analyses of Nation
States (PLANS): Modeling technique predicts political shifts in target nation states:
government forms, leadership, political party
power - and resulting impact on strategic
17 alliances, military affairs, economics, sociology, and foreign policy. Allows contingency
plans, adjustment of trade, investment, and
foreign policy, and other steps to take
advantage of or interfere with predicted
changes. The reality - as part of establishing
an insurance policy (extremely successful) I
wrote this patent application for a TI who
holds a Phd in Political Science. In its first
full-scale test the method accurately predicted
multiple changes in power and other key
political events in Iran more than four years
ahead of their actual occurrence - naming
specific persons involved. (FOR SALE:
Corporate buyers and others, contact me.)
SpeakerID: A Behavioral Biometrics
product available to local law enforcement
and others which can, with even a few

syllables of sample speech, be programmed
to recognize specific individual identities by
telephone or recorded samples, even if they
have a cold. The reality - NSA project
echelon has obtained a massive database of
sound samples from American citizens,
perhaps numbering in the millions, making
it possible to identify and track people
within seconds of using a phone. The spin ‘We can place light offenders on house arrest
and with an automated series of phone calls
to their places of work or homes quickly
determine if they are where they are supposed
to be, or in violation of their sentencing.’
(Yeah. But what else will you do with it?)
Mimicaka Voice Synthesis Device: A
digital audio-processing process which
translates the voice of one person into the
voice of a different specified person based on
sound samples of the specified person, the
result of which is virtually indistinguishable
from the real person even with wave-form
analysis. The reality - in place now: Patent
#5,425,130 June 13, 1995 Method and
Apparatus for Transforming Voice Using
Neural Networks, Morgan, David P.
(Lockheed Sanders, Inc.) The spin born of
misuse - ‘Analysis of the 911 call from the
murder scene clearly destroys the accused’s
alibi and places him at the crime.’
Clipper-Chipper: On-the-fly decoding of
encrypted data via technology built into
every digital modem, fax machine, and
telephone allows government to access
telecommunications data on demand. The
reality - as also presented first in this
author’s book as based on NSA technology
which redirects a copy of the call in
unencoded form to any specified location.
The spin - ‘A warrant is required to access
both halves of the decryption key, one half
in the hands of DOJ and the other in the
hands of the telephone company.’ (But NSA,

who also operates ECHELON, invented and
thus possesses both halves. I wonder...)
The Intel Pentium III: A popular computer
microprocessor with a built in serial number
useful for tracking the identity of a computer
user/owner over the Internet and/or in copied
software or generated files. The reality - in
place now. While Intel assures us computers
are shipped with this feature disabled, it can
be enabled remotely by any number of covert
Web transactions. The spin - ‘Intended to
deter theft and recover stolen computers.’
Intel Privacy Chip: A microchip which can
give Internet users a new level of protection
against identity theft, but which also includes a covertly trackable identity feature not
unlike the Pentium III. The reality - in place
now according to Intel Press Release 1st Qtr.
1999. The spin - ‘A new level of personal
security for on-line transactions.’
TEMPEST: 1) Transient Electromagnetic
Pulse Emanation Standard - which is an
NSA program which governs the development, testing, and secure operation of electronics used in highly classified projects protecting them from surveillance attacks
based on... 2) Transient Electromagnetic
Pulses Emanation Surveillance Technology which allows someone in a van or nearby
building to zero in upon the electromagnetic
radio frequency ‘noise’ generated by any
given specific computer and interpret by
signal processing software to ‘see’ the
content of the computer screen exactly as if
siting before it in person. The reality - in
place since 1985 (see next) and refined now
to include technologies other than computers, such as PDAs, copiers, fax machines,
etc. The spin - still NFPC.
Van Eck Device and Van Eck Monitoring:
The effect and process behind the capability
of TEMPEST technology discovered by Dr.
William Van Eck in 1985.

Bugged Bugs: Living insects which have
tiny listening devices or cameras with
transmitters powered by light installed on
their exoskeleton. The reality - a report
(apologies, unable to relocate original
reference at this time) states this has been
achieved by Japanese government scientists.
The spin - NFPC at this time.
Smart Dust (an array of) Microelectromechanical Systems or (MEMS): - A
collection of specialized microchip "mote"
devices light enough to remain suspended in
air (like dust), buoyed by air currents. Each
mote contains a solar-powered thick film
battery, and may include a GPS receiver and
various sensors and is able to communicate
with other motes and control stations using
laser-based transceivers. Intended to be
scattered in large numbers and powered by
ambient light, it can transmit information on
environment, human activity, and collective
optical data useful in surveillance. Collected
data can be transmitted in real time by laser
scan from miles away. The reality - IEEE
term, in R&D according to Nov. World Net
Daily article. The spin - ‘Stay clean or we
will be watching you.’
Micro or Miniature Air Vehicle (MAV),
Micro UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle):
Ultra small remotely operated flying observation platform no larger than six inches in
length with bulging hex-covered "eyes." Has
six mile range at 40-50 MPH. Military applications allow it to fly to and place itself
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on a target and emit a low energy GPS
signal or code allowing a homing weapon to
guide in on its position. The reality - IEEE
terms, prototypes being tested according to
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of

Defense. The spin - NFPC at this time.
Micromechanical Flying Insect (MFT) aka
Fly on The Wall, aka Robo-Bug: Even
smaller (paper-clip sized) version of MAV.
The reality - IEEE term, under development
by DARPA contract. The spin in cheek ‘What is that - an insect? No, its just another
L.A.P.D. helicopter.’
DARPA-NASA BOT: A small urban
tactical mobile robot. The reality - a sign
that the DOD expects a war against US
citizens, DARPA has contracted NASA and
JPL to develop such a toy according to
NASA documents. The spin - ‘Counter
terrorism tool.’
UGV: Unmanned remotely operated Urban
Ground Vehicle used in urban combat. The
reality - think tank Pablum continues to fuel
speculation the Pentagon is gearing up for
war on America’s main streets, from Robert
F. Hahn II article in the U.S. Army War
College Parameters, Summer 1999. The
spin - ‘Delivers supplies under fire without
risking life.’
Urban Warfighter: The DOD’s idea of the
soldier of tomorrow. The reality - also from
Hahn’s Parameters article. The future spin ‘The year is 2025, and the constitutionalists
and patriots refuse to turn in their guns.’
APC: A military tank-like armored vehicle
which transports troops into battle. The
reality - National Guard APCs were regularly
called into play by Portland Police Dept.
despite a judge’s ruling that NG units could
not participate in police actions under Posse
Commitatus without separate approvals for
each such use by the Governor under the
declaration of Martial Law. The spin - ‘Local
police were aided by NG vehicles today in a
dangerous confrontation with drug dealers.’
(As I recall, one marijauna joint was reported
‘recovered’ some two weeks later - but at the

scene, Police stated no drugs were found.)
A-10A Thunderbolt (Warthog): Military
close support attack (tank killer) aircraft
equipped with 30 mm rotary cannon and
eleven hard points for ordinance. The reality,
as part of the unfolding story of Forestgate,
CIA’s Evergreen Air attempted to secure 100
A-10A, approximately 1/4 of the estimated
inventory. The aircraft is built around a huge
gun which is integral to the airframe and
cannot be removed without destroying the
aircraft. Four squadrons of the aircraft were
given to the Air National Guard (parked
within walking distance of Evergreen’s
facilities), which begs questions - what
would a ‘civilian air line’ and State Air
Guards (charged with air defense mission
against foreign bomber attack) need with
ground attack aircraft? The spin - ‘Intended
for fire fighting purposes.’
Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar
(ISAR)

:
Special down-looking radar detects motion
of ground units from airborne platforms, as
used in the gulf war to detect Iraqi missile
platform movements, as well as the attempted flight from Kuwait of the Iraqi Army
(which was subsequently slaughtered by A10A and other aircraft.) The reality - several
USN S-60 Blackhawks equipped with sidelooking radar pods high and near the rotors
were observed in maneuvers over and near
Oregon highways. Because of technical
difficulties of radar vs. rotor blades, these
could only have been looking sideways and
down, implying ISAR technology. Since
ISAR technology has previously been used
only by USAF command on much larger
AEW platforms, we must ask: is government
testing ISAR as a means of simultaneous
tracking of thousands of US citizens on
American highways? The spin - NFPC.

Seismoacoustic Array: A set of sensitive
sound devices used to monitor wave and
current dynamics and beach surf conditions.
NOTE: Seismoacoustic arrays located as far
as 2.2 miles offshore have been found to be
capable of detecting and tracking land and
vehicle activity. The reality - do you suppose
that the government set these things inland
to detect waves? What about waves needs
detecting? On the other hand, if you want to
detect movement of people who shouldn’t be
moving in time of martial law... The spin ‘Sleep well, we are watching the waves.’
Chameleon Camouflage: Paint or cloth dye
which use tiny nanoelectronic sensors and
devices to effect color-change. Although
intended to minimize eyesight detection,
chameleon camouflage could be adapted for
application in the near-visual spectrum,
masking infrared signatures or other emissions. The reality - IEEE term, in place, but
not known to be deployed. The spin - ‘Don’t
fire until you see the whites of our eyes.’
Crowd-Control Suit: Specialized clothing
which offers protection to individuals, such
as riot police, without presenting an aggressive appearance. The reality - in place now.
The spin - ‘Look your best for the arrest.’
Have I missed anything? Messed up?
email me: hms@proparanoid.com

Military-Police State In Action
Many of the following items were obtained
from articles clipped from The Spotlight,
sans dating. A much larger body of such
material exists.
FEMA/DOD Emergency Housing: FEMA
and DOD have, it is claimed, established 43
‘emergency housing’ facilities capable of
holding 25,000 - 40,000 persons which are
perhaps better described as detention centers
(separate facilities for men, women and
children.) DOD is spending billions to refur-

bishe “closed and scheduled to be closed”
bases to house additional tens of thousands
each. The reality - reported in the ‘inflammatory left wing’ video America in Peril,
this author wonders how far from the truth it
could be: Here in Oregon, the National
Guard put out a construction bid for
‘emergency housing’ calling for a density of
3 square feet per person and jail-cell sized
rooms with tiny, high windows. The spin ‘We need more emergency housing.’
Shoot Americans Questionnaire: The
Spotlight newspaper confirmed reports that
army and marine units were given a questionnaire asking if they would be willing to
swear allegiance to and obey United Nations
commanders, serve along side of Police in
law enforcement and fire on American
Citizens who refused to turn over weapons
under a Government order to seize all
firearms. The reality - such a survey would
provide a means for advance determination of
which officers and men could be trusted in
the event of such an action, and who would
have to be removed from sensitive positions
in such an event. An overwhelming majority
of respondants replied yes to all questions.
The spin - ‘One officer’s private project for
his doctorate’ (This cover story was proven
impossible by virtue of the fact that the document was officially handed out across geographic, branch, and unit barriers.)
Knock and Talk, Alaska: State Police and
National Guard ‘training’ in a neighbor-hood
‘outreach’. The reality - Kenai Peninsula,
south of Anchorage, where Troopers went
house to house backed up by armed soldiers
in an APC and low flying aircraft buzzing
overhead, knocked politely on the door to
ask if residents had any contraband. They
would then invite themselves in for a warrantless search, and if denied, suggest that

the soldiers had orders to see that there was
no trouble. The spin - ‘Insuring a close
working relationship with the community.’
Operation
RANIER LIGHT

, Washington
State: The Department of Defense had planed
to parachute a small mock invasion force of
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Army Special Forces from Ft. Lewis into
Ranier, Washington, where they would
engage for four days in simulated combat
with 170 members of the Washington NG,
but the event was canceled when local
residents got wind and protested.
Transportation Department Spy Planes,
Washington State: The King County International Airport (Boeing Field) had four
camouflaged OV-10 Bronco aircraft equipped
for infrared and laser nighttime surveillance
until reported in The Spotlight. Exclusively
a Marine combat aircraft, these bear civilian
registration markings for the State Dept. of
Transportation, and were parked along side
of four black-painted unmarked Bell UH-1
military helicopters. The spin according to
DOT - ‘Search and rescue use.’ (Which begs
two questions: Since when does the Hwy.
Dept. conduct search and rescue? Shouldn’t
the aircraft be painted brightly so they could
be seen by those in need of rescue?)
Operation
TROJAN HORSE

, aka The Liebe
Street Raid, Oregon: Legitimate cops wore
military fatigues with the word “POLICE”
sewn into their uniforms underneath which
they wore bullet-proof vests, and carried
Police MP-5 machine guns. Illegally participating National Guardsmen wore identical
fatigues with bullet proof vests over their

uniforms and license plates strapped over
those which read “POLICE” and carried
Army-Issued MP-5 machine guns. The raid
further involved an NG APC unit, OH58
helicopter (which citizens took as an armed
gunship due to the FLIR projections on its
nose), at least one Army Intelligence officer,
and a known CIA operative. The spin apparently NFPC - the NG General, the
Governor, the Governor’s Press Secretary,
19 the Mayor of Portland, the City Attorney,
the Police Chief, and the Police PR Officer
all went on vacation simultaneously and
their offices were ‘unaware of the raid’ when
asked, a neat trick after heavy news coverage
the whole week before.
United Nations Hostages, Colorado: Yet
another simulated invasion of sorts took
place in Green Mountain Falls, Colorado,
where 40 Russian speaking soldiers from
Fort Carson’s 104th Military Intelligence
Battalion detained and interrogated local
citizens at large as part of a HUMINT
(HUman INTelligence gathering) exercise
under the spin of - “...a hostile town under
the ‘protection' of United Nations.”
A Restricted Area, Georgia: 300 Marines
of the 22nd Marine Expeditionary Unit from
Camp Lejeune, N.C., descended from Blackhawk helicopters on Tybee Island near Savannah in the middle of the night. Support
Cobra gun ships hoovered above houses as
soldiers entered yards with drawn weapons
and damaged private property as they took
up positions in bushes and behind vehicles
and buildings - as if the homes were enemy
barricades. Residents protesting were given
damage claim forms and ordered “out of a
restricted area.” It was claimed that warning
circulars regarding the mission had been
distributed before the exercise was to begin,
but no such flyers were recovered or understood to exist by local residents - who would

have been asleep at the time. Marines, with
Georgia State Police, conducted warrantless
house-to-house searches. The official spin
according to a Marine Public Affairs spokesperson - “The operation was designed to provide vital practice in evacuating U.S. citizens
who might be held against their will” (In the
act, holding citizens against their will.)
Soviet Militia, California: Marines from
Camp Pendleton’s 13th Expeditionary Unit
were involved in a ten-day multiple urban
warfare operations in the Sacramento area,
July 23rd, 1994. Marine helicopters practiced urban combat navigation techniques flying low and between office towers, hotels,
and apartments while infantry and ground
reconnaissance units worked along side of
federal, state, and local law enforcement
agencies. Simultaneously, near Sacramento,
Russian Police and Soviet Militia troops
were training with SWAT teams from Las
Vegas in jungle camouflage fatigues along
with San Francisco Police wearing black,
unmarked dress. The spin - “Routine training
at several privately owned sites” (Those code
words translate to CIA fronts.)
Grecian Firebolt: Annual FEMA response
drill applies up to 10,000 men in combined
Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine units in
a twelve-day exercise involving riot control
and emergency communications, typically
conducted at the Johnson City MOUT. The
reality - FEMA assumes control of the
military in only one circumstance, the suspension of the Constitution in a declared
state of emergency, the only practical
application and purpose of which is control
of the civilian population. The spin - ‘Operational readiness test.’
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS): A yearly
detailed mapping of U.S. terrain. Reality satellite imaging is the most accurate and
useful mapping tool in existence, able to

show not only terrain, surface resources, the
condition of those resources, population densities, but even underground resources such
as mineral deposits and water tables. Historically, prior USGS surveys have used an
average of 500 volunteers each year since
1986 to mange the entire country, few of
which ever actually went out ‘looking at
terrain.’ However, in 1996, the USGS contracted with Earth Science Field Corps.,
believed a CIA proprietary located near the
National Reconnaissance Office and CIA
headquarters to provide 2000 ‘volunteers’
(for which no ads requesting volunteers were
run) to walk the woods of the Pacific Northwest - and nowhere else. I believe this may
been a cover to locate the unusual number of
well armed Vietnam-era survivalists who
have dropped off the face of the earth and
live ‘in country’, known to believe the
Constitution will be overthrown. The spin ‘Better maps of the region are needed.’
Hurricane Andrew, Florida: FEMA’s due
response included special U.S. Army Psychological Warfare units who established and
provided all communications, food, water,
temporary housing, police, and general aid to
the area. The operation was intended to see
how the public at large responded to being
dependent only upon military for all needs.
Operation
VERDICT, USA

: An operational
readiness exercise involving law enforcement
and national guard in preparation for any
possible civilian unrest due to the Rodney
King trial verdict. The reality - overflight
photomapping of every major U.S. city by
CIA operated military reconnaissance aircraft
in preparation for total urban combat. The
spin - NFPC. (Where did the images go and
what was done with them?)
Additional Patent References: Technology

specifically used in MC applications...
#2,995,663 Aug. 8, 1961 Means for Aiding
Hearing, Puharich et al.; #3,170,993 Feb. 23,
1965 Means for Aiding Hearing by Electrical
Stimulation of The Facial Nerve System,
Puharich et al.; #3,773,049 Nov. 20, 1973
Apparatus for the Treatment of Neuropsychic
and Somatic Diseases with Heat, Light, Sound
and VHF Electromagnetic Radiation,
Rabishev, et al.; #4,034,741 July 12, 1977
Noise Transmitter and Generator, Adams et al.
(Solitron Devices, Inc.); #4,191,175 March 4,
1980 Method and Apparatus for Repetively
Producing a Noise-Like Audible Signal, Nagle,
William ; #4,395,600 July 26, 1983 Auditory
Subliminal Message System and Method,
Lundy, et. al.; #4,717,343 Jan. 5, 1988 Method
of Chang-ing a Person’s Behavior, Densky,
Alan; #4,834,701 May 30, 1989 Apparatus for
Inducing Frequency Reduction in Brainwaves,
Masaki, Kaxumi (Hayashibara); #4,883,067
Nov. 28, 1989 Method and Apparatus for
Translating the EEG into Musical Instrument, Knispel et al. (Neurosonics, Inc.);
#4,899,526 Dec. 26, 1989 Non-Invasive
Method and Apparatus for Modulating Brain
Signals Through an External Magnetic or
Electric Field to Reduce Pain, Rauscher,
Elizabeth A., Van Bise, William L. (Megatech
Laboratories, Inc.); #5,036,858 Aug. 6,1991
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Method and Apparatus for Changing Brainwave Frequency, Carter; #5,123,899 June 23,
1992 Method and System for Altering Consciousness, Gall, James; #5,134,484 July 28,
1992 Super-imposing Method and Apparatus
Useful for Subliminal Messages, Wilson,
Joseph (Mind’sEye Educational System, Inc.);
#5,289,438 Feb 22, 1994 Method and System
for Altering Consciousness, Gall, James;
#5,352,181 Oct. 4, 1994 Method and Recording for Producing Sounds and Messages to
Achieve Alpha and Theta Brainwave States and
Positive Emotional States in Humans, Davis,
Mark E.; #5,392,789 Feb 28, 1995 Method and
Device for Interpreting Concepts and Conceptual Thought from Brainwave Data and for
Assisting in Diagnosing of Brainwave Dis-

function, Hudspeth, William ; #5,562,597 Oct.
8, 1996 Method and apparatus for Reducing
Pysiological Stress, Van Dick, Robert C.;
#5,586,967 Dec. 24, 1996 Method and Apparatus for Recording or Producing Sounds and
Messages to Achieve Alpha and Theta Brainwave States in Humans, Davis, Mark
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To subscribe to this e-newsletter, (usually 712 pages of issues on personal privacy and
safety, abuse of power, mind control, historical crimes of the intelligence community,
with appropriate photos, jokes, book
reviews, etc.) send $10 for one year (4
issues) to HMS, PO Box 1941, Clackamas,
OR 97015. Add $5 for all back e-issues:
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(Can they control what we hear? - a
look at a number of privacy issues)
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problems and solutions applied)
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Never Say Conspiracy (Dealing with
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FBI - Orwell’s Big Brother (Carnivore
and other privacy issues)
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Issue number 4 (largest issue to date):

The notion that Tim McVeigh is the Oswald
of our time, a throw-away patsy served up
for public focus while the true villains smirk
in the shadows... haunts a number of civilian
skeptics of government’s case. From the
perspective of someone who is investigating
the OK bombing as a conspiracy involving
military units (see proparanoid.com) and
doing so with an understanding of mind
control technology, I am not the first to
wonder if McVeigh and Oswald were not
victims of CIA mind control.
If true, it would be the same kind of
technology applied on Sirhan Sirhan, and
perhaps Oswald - tech based on multiple
personality disorder (MPD.) The CIA’s
Monarch program created large numbers of
MPD slaves through the application of
Ritual Sexual Abuse (RSA- the ‘S’ can also
stand for Satanic.) This project which was at
its height in 1970-77, using 5-10 yr old
children as victims intended to become
future programmable adult operatives.
McVeigh is 33 years old. Do the math.
More important than this coincidental matter
is that a programmed MPD Delta type (often
used in military operations bearing the same
name) has a number of inner ‘alter’ personalities which are given very specific assignments. One assignment is to play the role of
watchdog intent on preventing the outer self
from doing or saying anything that might go
against the programming. Typically, this
manifests as forced disassociation. That is,
the outer persona is ‘forced’ by the alter to
suddenly veer attention away from the taboo

to some safer matter.
I have had the opportunity to review roughly
two dozen letters from McViegh to various
reporters and writers, all of which were
intended to answer specific questions about
the bombing. The letters are 100% the same
in style and content. The first paragraph gets
the usual greeting out of the way, and the
second gets to the meat. Yet after the very
first sentence about Oklahoma (itself not
very revealing) disassociation takes grip.
The rest of the wordy letters shift to and
remain on television and movie programming . No bombing information escapes.
Every single time: disassociation.
Interesting thought to ponder: If McVeigh
dies and there is a conspiracy, the only firsthand knowledge of the truth available to us
dies with him. As a programmable, the death
wish is a natural result of alter programming,
all serving an unseen master’s interests. For
these reasons, I for one am glad his execution has been stayed, and further pray that the
FBI documents recently exposed to public
scruitiny will help us get closer to the truth,
and perhaps force a new trial where the full
body of evidence is heard, not just evidence
manufactured, tampered with, or supressed.
That caustic accusation stems from the
simple fact that no quantity of explosives of
the type claimed to have been used by
McViegh could account for the nature of the
damage actually found in the Murrah
building. These are not new charges, but
they are well documented on the Web and
even in the public record. For some reason,
no one wants to ask why the scientific
evidence does not add up to the new math
applied by FBI. I for one, do.

Always Leave Them Laughing
Security has to be tight anywhere national
security is involved, even tighter when daily
fare, such as at NSA headquarters. And

perhaps even tighter if involved in criminal
abuse of power or plots of treason. How
much tighter still, if paranoia creeps in
because of all the security leaks in the news?
I swear I am not making this up. A sign
similar to this was posted briefly at an
unnamed secure facility - but I simplify in
paraphrase for clarity and impact - the latter
found in the fine print... which would seem
to be the most demanding and harsh security
method ever devised at a Federal facility.

WARNING!
The new card-scan and voice-print security
system will be activated next Monday,
August 3rd. Effective as of that date:
Positively

NO ADMITTANCE
Without New Card And Passwords!
New scan cards will be issued in exchange for the
current ID badges on Wednesday Aug. 5th in room
210. Employees will then be scheduled over the next
few weeks to have their cards encoded with appropriate scan data and to record their voice passwords.
All employees must be using scan cards
by Aug. 3rd or their security clearance
will be revoked pending review.
by Order of The Director
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